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SEX, AGE, AND THE IEVEL OF INVOLVEMENI' IN 
WffiK AND FA'-IILY ROLES OF PEDIATIUCIANS 
'Ihe management of "'1:lrk and family roles of a sample of 2,110 
male am female pediatricians was assessed with a self-adninistered 
questionnaire. AlthoLXJh there are now more "'1:lmen in the traditionally 
male-<lominated profession of medicine than ever before, it was 
nonetheless hypothesized that the level of involvement in "'1:lrk, the 
family, and the intrusion of family demands into the work role (work 
role permeability) "'1:luld follow traditional gender role expectations 
for these pediatricians. This hypothesis was supported. Female 
pediatricians were more involved in the family role, less involved in 
the work role, am experienced more work role permeability than male 
pediatricians. It was expected, however, that male and female 
Pediatricians of different ages i,ould be managing their work and 
family roles differently, age cohort capturing generational 
differences in attitudes and behavior towards work, family, and 
parenting. 'Ihis interaction between sex and age cohort did not 
anerge. The presence of children proved to be the major determinant 
f; effecting the level of involvement in family, work, and w::irk role
.r.• ..'.' 
!ti',
 ·,Pet111eability. Parents of either sex provoo to be equivalent in family
,.-
' 
role involvement, and were readily distinguishable from childless 
pediatricians. Male pediatricians with children were highly involved 
in the \..Urk role, while .....:xnen with children were well below the 
average in their work involvement. Childless pediatricians of either 
sex were comparable, falling between mothers and fathers in their 
level of involvement in the work role. The presence of children 
effected \..Urk role permeability only for \..Umen. Oiildless 
pediatricians and male pediatricians with children were roughly equal 
in their level of 1eoUrk role permeability, which was significantly less 
than that of mothers. 
These results suggest that, in spite of the recent influx of 
wanen into medicine, women still lag behind men in the work sphere. 
The primary reason for this lag is their involvement in the maternal 
role. Medicine is a fairly conservative profession, and therefore 
female pediatricians may be further behind other professional \..Umen in 
sorti!lJ out work and family responsibilities, while male pediatricians 
with children remain entrenched in the traditional breadwinner role. 
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INTRODUCTION 
stateroent of the Problen 
In the past two decades there has been a dramatic increase in 
the number of enployed wanen. While wanen have always had jobs, they 
!)ave typically participated in the labor force during certain life 
stages that, by definition, did not allow paid enplo~ent to interfere 
with childbearing and childrearing. Women v.Drked before marriage and 
children, and then reentered the labor force after the children had 
grown up. What is different these days is the labor force 
participation of wanen who not only have children at home, but have 
very young, preschool children. 
While societal gender role attitudes and enplo~ent 
opportunities have changed to permit the increase in working mothers, 
family life has not witnessed as dramatic a change. Wives with 
full-time career comnitments are still the principal caretakers of 
children and carry the burden of home chores. Husbands of v.Drking 
wcxnen have increased their participation in home responsibilities, but 
not in an amount necessary to achieve equity with their v.Drking wives. 
As a result, wcxnen have had to manage more "role conflict" than men 
do, as men's family and work roles have historically not overlapped to 
any degree and have not increased measurably. Wcxnen, on the other 
hand, have had to deal with increased involvenent in multiple roles 
ard role conflict by either accomnodatirg family needs to the pursuit 
2 
of their careers, or accommodating thei~ career in order to meet their 
families' needs, or a little of both. The accorrmodation has typically 
led to more career compromises than family compromises. 
An additional problem for wanen is that family needs often 
interfere with their work obligations. '!his is allowed to happen as 
society expects the family role to take precedence over the work role 
for women. In the literature this is described as a permeability in 
the wanen's work role. Sanetimes intrusions into the work role are 
obvious, such as when women drop from full-time to part-time jobs in 
order to spend more time at hane with their children. Intrusions can 
be more subtle, as in the situation where a woman may not accept many 
travel assignments in her job in order to be with her family. The 
most insidious example of this role permeability is when the woman is 
not offered travel assignments because of the expectation that she 
will turn them down on behalf of her family's needs. Because of these 
expectations, wanen have rarely been in occupations of power and 
authority. '!hose who did have such positions often had minimal family 
role involvement as they were either unmarried, or if married, 
childless. Now that =en are entering more occupations traditionally 
held by men, they must not only handle their increased role 
involvement, but also the stereotyped expectations that they will not 
be as corrmitted to their careers as men, due to their responsibility 
to t.1-ie family. 
As with most professional working women, female physicians find 
themselves tryinq to manage both career and family life. The degree 
of accommodation in both career and family life for female physicians 
3 
may be more drastic than for non-medical professional ;.l'.)men, as 
medicine is not only a male-dallinate::l field but is also one denanding 
years of training and a high level of cornrni~~ent. Role permeability 
is a particularly important issue in the field of me::licine, as the 
profession is often characterized by "selfless" devotion, tireless 
energy and a willingness to sacrifice personal life in order to help 
patients. This is an example of role permeability in the extreme, but 
in the opposite direction of the permeability that often effects 
women's roles. Allowing the ;.l'.)rk role to intrude into the family role 
is typical of the situation for hnerican men, and is exemplified by 
the me::lical profession. Now that there are more female physicians 
than ever before--the vast majority in their marrying and childbearing 
ages-it is particularly timely to study how the family and ;.l'.)rk roles 
are managed by these Wallen physicians, especially in Callparison with 
male physicians. In addition, a contrast in how such roles are 
managed by younger and older physicians may highlight recent changes 
in attitudes towards maternal employment and the increase in services 
geare::l towards dual-earner families. 
Purpose and Hypotheses 
This study examines the family and ;.l'.)rk roles of a sample of 
male and fenale pediatricians, and in particular sex differences in 
the degree to which family obligations have intruded into the work 
role. The choice of pediatricians, as opposed to physicians of 
another specialty, allows us to examine such family and w::>rk roles in 
a specialty that has long been considered appropriate for Wallen. 
4 
Female pediatricians will not have been g~ound breakers, enduring 
discriminatory practices and attitudes, and will have been less likely 
to have had to make the extreme "either-or" decision of career versus 
marriage and family. Therefore, amorg female physicians, 
pediatricians will be more likely to have been involved in negotiating 
family and work roles than, for example, female surgeons. 
Gender is not the only variable of interest in a study of family 
roles. l>ge may be an influential mediator of the effects of family 
obligations on a r:nysicians's career. Older female pediatricians may 
have been more willirg to forsake professional status for family life, 
or, conversely, to give up family life for professional aspirations. 
Yourger pediatricians today, both men arxl women, may have more viable 
options for managing multiple demands. 
In accordance with the concept of role permeability and current 
findirgs on work arxl family roles of men ard wcrnen, hypotheses tested 
concerned the level of involvement of men and women in these roles, 
the amount of intrusion by family needs into the work role, ard 
finally, age differences in family and work roles and their 
permeability. These hypotheses included: 1) women and men's family 
roles are different from each other, e.g., women are more likely to be 
responsible for housework, men are more likely to have a spouse 
working in the home, and sc forth; 2) women and men's work roles are 
al sc different, reflectirg a greater involvement for men, e.g., they 
;.;ark more hours per week. W:imen's work role, on the other hand, may 
reflect a lower status in the profession, e.g., a lower salary, or a 
less prestigious position, and 3) that the family role makes more 
;intrusions into women• s W0rk role than into men• s W0rk ·role, e.g., 
fnunber of career interruptions for family reasons. The fourth 
·· hypothesis acts as a codicil for each of the first three hypotheses,
ard as such states that sex differences fourrl in the testirg of the
5 
hypotheses will be me:liated by age cohort, e.g., younger W0men may
}laVe fewer family responsibilities or career interruptions than older
women, or younger men may be more involved in the family role than
older men. In slllltlary, this study describes the work am family roles
of a sample of pediatricians, and explores the possible effects of age
on mw these roles are manage:I. , Such a description of the
interrelationship of W0rk and family roles of younger pediatricians
can help physicians in trainirg to prepare better for their eventual
immersion into these roles. 'Ihe comparison of age cohorts allows for
a possible revision of the concept of role penneability, incorporatirg
generational differences in the management of permeable roles.
REVIEW OF REIATED LITERATURE 
' The followirg literature review describes current social 
expectations that lead to asymmetrically permeable roles for men and 
wanen, and the research that has documented one aspect of this role 
permeability. '!he family role involvement of husbands and wives in 
dual-earner families will then be discussed. As this study examines 
the \'.Ork and family roles of physicians, and in particular the 
intrusion of the family role into the work role--most keenly felt by 
~en-female p-iysicians and their personal and family characteristics 
will be described. A discussion of the various career differences 
found between male and female p-iysicians and the effect of age on 
, these differences will then follow. Finally, the family and career 
expectations of young physicians and the p::,ssible differences between 
}'Ol.lilJer and older physicians in the amount of role permeability will 
be discussed. '!he literature review will conclude with the hypotheses 
of this study. 
Permeable Boundaries and the Olltural Mandate 
----- -- -- -------
Since the 1960's the number of working women, and in particular, 
Working mothers, has increased significantly. In 1960, 18.6% of 
marriej wanen with children yo urger than age six were in the labor 
force (Blau & Ferber, 1986). Families with both spouses earning wages 
represented 45% of all marrierl couples in 1968. By 1980, these 
families made up over half of all families, while the traditional 
6 
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familY with the husband as sole earner made up only 31% of married 
,it 
couples (Hayghe, 1982). In 1984, 65.4% of married wanen with school 
,ti:, 
?ll:Je children were working, two-thirds of whom were working full-time 
J,; 
f . 
";(S:>ffman, as c1 ted in Vondracek, Lerner, & Schulenber, 1986) • 
In spite of the substantial changes in w:>rqen' s roles in the 
'marketpla
ce, they have yet to achieve equity with men. Nevertheless,
1;ere is greater equality between the sexes in their w:,rk roles than 
'?can be found in the family roles of workirg husbaoos and wives in the 
h·l (< 
ib:>lne. Traditional Western culture's division of labor in the home has ... 
i'been described by Coser and Rokoff (1971) as a "cultural mandate" for 
. t, 
·,. 
-.'�en. 'lhis mandate prescribes that the primary allegiance of w:,men 
A,t 
f.is to the family. Once this mandate is granted, women who desire to
,,�ve careers are said to have a •conflict.• '!bis conflict is seen as
[ a source of disruption in the social order, as it involves allegiance
�,� �� 
to either their family� their career. 'lhere is not a similar 
r conflict for men, as "after all, men are fully engaged in their 
occupations without fearirg, and without beirg told, that they are not 
carmitted to their families" (1971, p. 535}. 'lhis conflict is not 
only internal, resultirg in guilt feelirgs on the part of the woman, 
and doubt on the part of her enployer and society, but manifests 
itself physically in "energerx:y" situations. Emergencies occur when a 
role system claims time and effort that is normally assigned to 
another role systen, e.g., a child is sick and someone must take care 
of him or her, or an deadline problen at work must be taken care of 
durirg the. weekend. There is a preferred cultural pattern for who 
takes part in these emergencies. W:>men typically give priority to the 
family, while men give priority to their occupations. Coser and 
lbkoff describe the hnerican family as a "greedy institution" that 
denands total allegiance of 1-.1'.)men (1971). 
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After reviewing the literature on the effects of wanen's 
enplo,ment on t.'ie level of performance of men an9 1-.1'.)men in household 
labor, Pl eek (1977) concluded that, al the ugh enployed women reduce 
their family work compared to non-enployed 1-.1'.)men, this reduction is 
not equal to the increased time in enplo,ment, and therefore total 
time spent in 1-.1'.)rk and family roles is much greater for enployed wives 
than for non-employed wives. In addition, there is very little 
variation in male family roles associated with wives' enplo,ment 
status. Furthermore, there is a stong inverse relationship for woma~ 
between hours spent in paid 1-.1'.)rk and on hoUSel-.l'.)rk, in that the more a 
wanan 1-.1'.)rks for pay, the less time she spends on hcusel-.l'.)rk. This 
relationship is not evident for men. Gender accounts for much more of 
the variance in an individual's time in family 1-.1'.)rk than does 
emplo,ment. Tue level of involvenent in their 1,1Jrk role is no longer 
the primary determinant of men's limited family role. 
Pleck maintains that there is a strong, culturally determined 
buffer between the work and family roles for men, which serves to 
limit the effect of changes in wives' roles on husbands' roles (1977). 
Traditional gender role socialization as well as differential training 
in family chores have produced t.'ie sex-segregated activities of 
housework and childcare. Husbands may perceive that family work needs 
to be done, but do not perceive this 1-.1'.)rk as appropriate or suitable 
for then, thus insulating their family role fran the changes in their 
' 
f 9 
; l,'ives' family role. As a result, altholl:Jh wives reduce involvment in
their family role, husban:ls are unlikely to increase theirs (Pleck,
1977) •
Following the the tradtition of the cultural mandate, 
asymnetrically permeable boundaries between work and' family roles have
developed for v.l:)men, much as these boundaries have existed for men for 
years (Pleck, 1977). For wanen this allows the denan:ls of the family 
role to intrude into the v.l:)rk role, more than the v.l:)rk role can 
intrude into the family role. nius it is the wife woo is called when 
the child is sick. 'Ihis intrusion is an important part of negative 
stereotypes about wanen v.l:)rkers, which will be discussed below. It 
also generates a fair amount of stress for v.l:)men as family norms 
conflict with occupation norms. For men, the boundaries are permeable 
in the reverse direction, allowing them to "take v.l:)rk home," both 
literally and figuratively. Husban:ls must manage their families so 
that family responsibilities do not interfere with their v.l:)rk role. 
Other researchers have come to similar conclusions. Hall (1972) 
suggests that men do not experience strain fran multiple roles because 
their v.l:)rk and family roles are salient at different times, or
sequentially. Family responsibilities do not "exist" until work 
responsibilities are completed. 'Ihe conflict that v.l:)rking v.l:)men 
experience is a result of simultaneously operatirg roles. As wanen 
bear the primary responsibility for the children, they are more likely 
to face denan:ls fran these "role senders" than are men. Because of 
the cultural mandate, "there are few constraints on their <childrens' 
arc husban:ls'> ability to express these denan:ls openly an:l strongly" 
:._ ~
.. 
�ves' family role. As a result, although wives reduce involvment in
'._, 
t.Jleir family role, husbands are unlikely to increase theirs (Pleck, 
9 
:·; 
... 
Following the the tradtition of the cultural mandate, 
r:
ymnetrically pecneable boun:laries betwes:' work an:t �anily roles have
�developed for women, much as these boundaries have existed for men for
':years (Pleck, 1977). For wanen this allows the demands of the family 
,role to intrude into the work role, more than the work role can 
{' � 
(.
intrude into the family role. Thus it is the wife woo is called when
�'the child is sick. This intrusion is an important part of negative 
�- , < 
� stereotypes about wanen workers, which will be discussed below. It r 
· also generates a fair amount of stress for women as family norms
conflict with occupation norms. For men, the boundaries are permeable
in the reverse direction, allowing them to "take work home," both
literally and figuratively. Husbands must manage their families so
that family responsibilities do� interfere with their work role.
Other researchers have come to similar conclusions. Hall (1972} 
stggests that men do not experience strain fran multiple roles because 
their work and family roles are salient at different times, or 
sequentially. Family responsibilities do not "exist" until work 
responsibilities are completed. The conflict that working women 
experience is a result of simultaneously operatin;J roles. As wanen 
bear the primary responsibility for the children, they are more likely 
to face demands fran these "role senders" than are men. Because of 
the cultural mandate, "there are few constraints on their <childrens• 
am husbands'> ability to express these demands openly and strorgly" 
10 
1972, p. 474) r even in the w:::irk setting. This allows both the 
f fcJ!lilY and work roles of wanen to coex�st. 
�:; Johnson and Johnson (1976) explain role strain in ½':Jrking w:::imen 
f,. 
�: 85 a result of "r
ole proliferation," the additive combination of
i;di
sparate and dissociated roles. Men are able to "comr:ertmenta.lize"
�-r weir roles, placirg a sharp distinction between the canpeti rg han e
i: f and \<.Ork roles, which allows an orderly transition from one role to
��--
�: amther {Johnson & Johnson, 1976, 1980). Accordirg to Johnson and 
,
- Johnson, women have difficulty suppressing w:::irries about home chores
�. aoo children's problems while on the job-a phencmenon FOPularly
,, r· called "psychological mothering"-and therefore suffer from role 
(' strain. Ebwever interprete:::l, there is a high nonnative expectation 
�·. 
' for women to continue performing domestic functions even when fully 
enploye:::l. rbw else can the seenirqly amusing- anecdote, told by 
Nadelson and Eisenberg ( 1977) be explained: a distinguished 'M'.:lman 
professional at the podiLin about to give a scienti fie paper, is 
suddenly distracted by the thought, "Ch my God, I forgot to buy toil et 
paper" (p. 1073). !IJ1ecdotes aooun:l re::3ardirg this intrusion of family
resp:,nsibilities into the w:,rk role of w:::irnen. The following section 
revie½'S the studies that have measured such role permeability for both 
men and w:::im en • 
Direct measures of role permeability. Greenhaus and Beutell 
(1985), in their review of the literature on conflict between �rk and 
fcillily roles, note:j the lack of research on role behaviors that 
interfere with the prescribed behaviors of a particular settirg. M::Jst
conflict research has looked at conflicts between time spent in roles, 
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·t at the i:sychological and {ilysical strain of multiple roles. 
'1nson (1983) has made the most toorough study of interferifl3 role 
viors to date. t.hfortunately for the purJ,X>ses of this study, her 
esearch lookai only at conflicts between the work and childcare 
tesponsibilities of divorced working mothers. Jolnson explicitly 
'"';;skai these wanen what they would do in particular -work-family 
~onflicts. 'Ihe intrusion of work demands into the family role was 
- . 
;~easurai with i tans such as: "M:>ther has a chafl3e in work oours arrl 
'Ihe reverse role permeability was 
iieasurai by questions such as: "Child has an imJ,X>rtant activity for 
\, 
,1'10ther to go to during "'1:>rk hours." Jolnson found that the 
·asymnetrically permeable boundary rarely allowai work to interfere 
:~ 
'with the family role. Cbnsidering that these mothers ..,rked an 
Jcl'Verage of 40 oours per week, they dealt with a surprislfl3 m:mber of 
t, 
t ('childcare conflicts themselves, rather than having relatives or others 
: manage the problem. These wanen were primarily in clerical or sales 
positions which did not require travel or overtime, thus enabling them 
to handle the conflicts themselves (Jolnson, 1983). It is likely that 
wanen in higher camnitment occupations "'1:>uld have to rely more on 
others in these situations. 
Hiller and Philliber (1986) asked 489 couples for their 
perception of their involvement in various oousehold tasks, as well as 
how much they felt their SJ.X>USes i;:.articipated. In general, SJ.X>uses 
tended to claim more personal involvement than their partners 
perceivai. Regarding tasks that can interfere with "'1:>rk role 
performance, husban1s were more likely to believe that they and their 
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wives split the resp:,nsibility equally, while wives were more likely 
to see themselves with the major resp:,nsibility. Nearly 
three-quarters of the wives said they took their children to the 
doctor and 23% said that the job was equally divided. cne-third of 
the husbands said that the job was performed by-bot:, equally. 
h;cording to the wives, 62% of the wives stayed hane with sick 
children, 36% said both husband and wife were likely to stay home. 
fbwever, 48% of husbarxls maintained that they were as likely to stay 
home as their wives. The highest level of agreement regarded the task 
of getting the children ready for school. Eighty-two percent of the 
wives said the wife performed this task, and 11% said the task was 
shared. Sixteen percent of the husbarxls said the task was shared. 
'!he heaviest involvement by the husbands in any of the listed 
childcare activities was for helpi113 with homework, where 11% said 
they alone were resp:,nsible for t.~is activity. Unfortunately, these 
analyses are confounded by the presence of single-earner couples. The 
couples (the majority of which were husband only employed) made up 40% 
of the sample, so it is difficult to assess how many employed mothers 
participated in t.~ese activities and to what degree. 
Crouter (1984) asked a sample of 55 blue collar workers about 
"spillover" from family life into work life. Positive spillover for 
these workers generally included the supp:,rtive nature of fanily 
relationships, and useful interpersonal skills and attitudes acquired 
at hane arxl put to use at work. Negative spillover was g~~erally 
manifested as low energy, moodiness, or the inhibiting influence of 
the family. Family circumstances were related to spillover, but only 
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for women. M::ithers had more negative spillover than fathers, who 
reported as much negative as positive spillover. Negative spillover 
was much more likely for women with children younger than age 12. '!he 
effects of negative spillover for these wanen were absences frcxn work, 
tardiness, inattentiveness, inefficiency, or the,inability to accept 
new responsibilities at v.l:)rk. 
M::ist studies, when describing work-family role permeability, are 
not as specific in their measures as those used in the above studies. 
fblahan and Gilbert (1979) measured the conflict experienced by 28 
dual-earner couples with items such as: "Wantirg to be a 'good' 
spouse vs. being unwilling to risk taking the time from your 
professional v.l:)rk ," and "Spendirg most evenirgs on work-related 
activities vs. spending most evenings with your family." For parents 
of both sexes there were no differences in the amount of conflict 
aroused by the professional vs. spouse roles, or the professional 
vs. parent roles. The authors suggested that the lack of gender 
differences could be due to the overall profeminist attitudes of the 
sample, the high levels of career corrrnitment and aspirations for both 
sexes, and the high level of spouses' enotional support for the 
respondents' careers. Couples with similar levels of investment in 
their careers v.l:)uld seem equally likely to experience conflict between 
work and family roles. 
Pleck (1985) asked the dual-earner couples who responded to the 
1977 Quality of El:nplo~ent survey how often they "thought about spouse 
or children when busy doing other things" and "thought about your job 
when busy doirg other thirgs." These questions were used as r.ieasures 
J: 14 
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~<; 
., of family and w:irk role involvement. Both men and w:imen were highly 
involved in the family role, t-owever wanen stated they spent 
significantly more time than men did thinking about their families. 
Men and wanen were equally likely to think of their jobs when 
otherwise engaged. This involvement was considerably lower t..>1an the 
family involvement. Men were significantly more likely to state they 
tho,:ght about their families less than w:irk, but this was a very small 
proportion of the respondents (11% of the men, six percent of the 
l,Q[!len). The majority of men and v.0men said they tho,:ght about their 
families more than w:irk. 
Based on these few and sometimes not totally applicable studies, 
it w:iuld appear that wanen do experience greater behavioral intrusion 
of the family role into their w:irk role than do men, or at least 
perceive more intrusions. Most research on role permeability does not 
involve specific ber~viors, but operationalizes role permeability with 
questions about family and w:irk role "interference" or 
"conflict." The inference is made that if there is interference or 
conflict, it must be because of role permeability. These studies will 
be discussed below. 
Indirect measures of role permeability. Measuring the degree of 
interference between w:irk and family life, and the amount of 
dissatisfaction about excessive work hours interferirg with family 
life, Staines and Pleck (1986) found that flexibility of a w:irker's 
schedule can buffer the negative effects on family life of havirg a 
nonstandard w:irk schedule. A nonstandard w:irk schedule is one that is 
not Monday thro,:gh Friday, or not 8:00/9:00 AM to 5:00 PM. The 
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authors found that flexibility of schedule provides more protection 
against the ne::iative effects of a nonstandard work sche::lule on the 
familY life of women than for men, a finding they contend supports the 
view that "working wanen are particularly vulnerable to interruptive 
familY de;nands and that, in consequence, schedule flexibility offers 
wanen a much nee::le::l opportunity to meet their job require;nents while 
simultaneously managing their disproportionate share of family 
resi:onsibility• (Staines & Pleck, 1986, p. 153). 
'Ihe adverse effects of role permeability on women do not have to 
be a direct result of their own e;nplo'ylllent. Kingston and Nock (1985) 
found that working =nen experienced greater interference between 
their jobs and family lives the more h:>urs their husbands worke::l. A 
longer work day for the husband was associated with greater 
satisfaction with his family life. Wanen did not get similar 
satisfaction from the husband's longer day, as they were left with the 
burden of reconciling the couple's work sche::lule and family life. 
Keith and Schafer (1980) also found the level of work-family conflict 
for working wanen to be directly relate::l to the number of h:>urs 
husbands worked. 
Role conflict is not, however, the sole province of women. 
Greenhaus and Kopelman (1981) have found that husbands of managerial 
or professional women experience more intense work-family conflict 
than do husbarrls whose e;nploye::l wives are not managers or 
professionals. 'Ihey speculate that these ;,,:imen work eno\.l:jh hours to 
Put pressure on the husbarrls to participate more in family activities. 
This increased involve;nent may conflict with the husbands' work 
�:resp:,nsibil it
ies. 
�
the 
typical level 
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Pl eek ( 1977) predicted that without a reduction in
of involvement in the w:,rk role, men would soon be 
.-.r 
i�; exi::eriencing greater work-family conflict as a consequence of their 
�· � .. 
t higher involvenent in the family, which is in turn a result of their t� wives' increased involvement in work. Parling (1986) has also found,�, -r- interrole conflict among a sample of fathers.
Sekaran (1983b), althoLX3h directly mentioning Pleck's (1977) 
( coocept of asyrrrnetrically permeable boundaries, measures this variable 
in such a manner as to obscure the meaning. Sekaran measures 
•Integration" with i tens such as: "My sp::mse arrl I discuss our career
and family goals and expectations" and "I make it a p:,licy to leave 
\t,Clrk problems at work arrl not let them disturb my peace at 
home. 11 Someone scoring high on Integration v.0uld agree with the 
former i tern, and disagree with the latter. Sekar an' s i tens that form 
the Integration scale present such v.e,rk and family role integration as 
a positive aspe:t of family life, enphasi zi ng corrrnunication between 
SP:,U5es. There is not an item such as, "I make it a p:,licy to leave . 
my family problEms at hane am not let then disturb my concentration 
at v.0rk." Disagreeing with this statement could be conceived as high 
Integration, yet this form of Integration has very different 
implications than that represented by the former items, and v.e,uld more 
directly effect the work role than the family role. 
Al though men and w::,men were similar in their Integration scores 
(Sekaran, 1983a), Integration may mean sanethirg different for men and 
lMJmen. Items measuring Integration combine as a consequence of factor 
analysis with variables such as satisfaction with e:nployment 
-~ 
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facilities, job involvement, extra hours spent on the job, time spent 
at hane on job-relate:] work an:l incane, but only for men. Integration 
faile:l to combine with any variable, work related or otherwise, for 
wanen. Integration appears to enhance men's job involvement and job 
satisfaction, and yet does not have a similar effect for women. It is 
possible that wanen with high levels of Sekaran' s Integra_tion may also 
have high levels of the untapped form of work and family life 
integration, i.e., family issues insertirg themselves into the work 
role, which may not enhance job involveme-it and may in fact decrease 
it. 
'Ihe fact that Sekaran was unable to tease out these different 
facets of Integration is indicative of the asymnetrical quality of 
role permeability, i.e., what's good for the gander isn't necessarily 
good for the goose. 'Ihe current family roles of 'M'.Jrking P.Jen and 
wanen, an:l the level of involvement in these roles, will be discusse:l 
below. 'Ihe difference between the sexes in the performance of these 
roles may help explain why brirgirg even a small amount of the wanan' s 
family r:ole into t.l-ie workplace can have adverse effects on her work 
role performance, while men's family roles may have no effect on their 
work roles. 
Family Role Involveme-it in I:ual-earner Families 
\men the increase in t.l-ie nunber of dual-earner families became 
evident, there was a growirg interest in how these families were 
sorting out their home responsibilities and obligations. Fopular 
press L~plie:l that one of the reasons wanen were able to ach:eve in 
i 
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the working world was because their husbands were picking up the slack 
f 
t:_ 
in bane chores. Equality in the marriage was considerErl to be a 
rapidly approaching reality. In spite of the mErlia, it was soon found 
that it was difficult to prErlict husbarrls' involvement. Perrucci, 
Potter and Rhoads (1978) found that the wife's availability to perform 
oousework, the nunber of children in the family, or vwUrk 
responsibilities for either spouse did not affect husbands' 
participation in the hane to the extent that the husbarrls' own gender 
role ideology did, which was the strongest determinant. 
In a 1978 study of marriErl wanen professors (Yo;ev, 1981) there 
were large discrepancies between the estimated nll!lber of hours per 
week each spouse spent on their career, housevwUrk, arrl childcare. The 
presence of children provErl to be a major factor differentiating the 
spouses, yet even for childless couples the differences were not 
insubstantial. Husbands were estimated to spend approximately 57 
hours per week on their careers. Childless wives worked 
one-and-a-half hours less per week than their husbands. The 
difference for couples with children was the equivalent of an entire 
vwUrking day, 9. 4 hours, as mothers vwUrked approximately 48 hours per 
week. Childless wives spent 18.4 hours on housevwUrk; their husbands 
6.3 hours. Mothers spent 24.6 hours on housework while their husbands 
vwUrkErl in the hane 8.6 hours, 1.7 oours more than their childless 
peers. !burs spent on childcare totalled 35.1 hours for the vwUmen, 
and 12 murs for the men. 
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Model (1982) found in a sample of 650 women of various 
oecupations in 1978 that husbands do not necessarily do more oousework 
.,hen there are children in the home. She found that newlywed husbands 
and men retire:l fran their jobs were more likely to work on oousehold 
tasks than husbands in any family stage in between. This Sl.),Jgests 
that when the children are present, and possibly available as hane 
laborers, fathers are doing other things in place of housework. 
Husban::ls' participation in oousehold tasks was weakly associate:l with 
their own shorter working hours, and longer ones for their wives'. 
Significant variables that prEdictEd a husband's participation were 
wife's gender role ideology, husband's income, employment status of 
the wife, and family life cycle. As the husband's incane increase:l, 
his chore involvement generally decreased. 'Ihe majority of M::idel' s 
sample consiste:l of couples with very disparate inccrnes. L:x,king at 
the 55 couples with similar earnings {the majority of which had a 
canbine:l incane of less than $20,000), she found much more 
participation by husbands. lhfortunately, M::idel did not examine 
wives' level of oousework, preventing canpari sons between husbands an::l 
wives. 
Al thol.),Jh men do not participate in housework and childcare as 
much as working wives, have they increase:l their participation in hone 
responsibilities as a result of their wives' emplo,.ment? There are 
several longitudinal and cross-sectional studies that present mixed 
findings. Canparing time use data from 1965-1966 and 1975-1976, 
Coverman and Sheley (1986) found no significant difference in average 
minutes per day for oousework and childcare for men. For both data 
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collection periods, mm spent an average of 82 minutes on housev.Drk 
and 14 minutes on childcare per day. 'What did change for men was 
their v.Drking murs and leisure time. Men in the later cohort worked 
for P3Y less arrl spent more time in leisure activities than the men of 
the earlier cohort. Women spent significantly fewer minutes per day 
on oousework (324.75 to 289.77). Wanen did not change in the amount 
of p:iid v.Drk, yet also spent more time in leisure activities. 
The average amount of musework for men, once the effects of 
other variables had been controlled, actually declined over the 10 
years, al th:H~h by an insignificant amount. Time spent in P3id work 
was the strongest predictor of housew::,rk time, age coming in second. 
Of interest here is the 1975-1976 curvilinear effect of age. Men 
younger than 30 spent more time on housew::,rk than men age 30 to 50, as 
well as spending 25 minutes more than the matching cohort of 
1965-1966. 'lhis suggests a p:)Ssible change, albeit small, in gender 
role socialization. 
'lhe more time fathers spent on the job, the less time they spent 
on childcare. Fathers' age was inversely relatoo to childcare time. 
Men with preschool children spent more time on childcare than did men 
with older children. Fathers with one child younger than age four 
spent nearly twice fas much time on childcare activities compared to 
similar men in 1965. Indicative of the research climate of the time, 
paid employment information for w::,men was not collected in 1965-1966. 
However, 1975-1976 men's time in musework and childcare were not 
affected by whether their wives wDrked outside the home or not 
(Coverman & Sheley, 1986). 
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Blau and Ferber (1986) did have access to ;,,:,rking ;,,:,men's hours, 
as well as their h::Jurs spent in h::Juse;,,:,rk. Comparing data for 
1975-1976 to that of 1965-1966, women's combined house;,,:,rk and market 
daY was of the same lergth, glthough CNer the week they were employed 
one-and-a-half hours more than previously. This was managed by 
ra:lucirg time spent on house\o,Qrk by the same amount per week. _Men's 
time in employment was one hour less and their h::Juse;,,:,rk time was one 
tpur more than men of the earlier cohore. 1-brkirg wives' days were 
longer than the days of husbands of employed wives. The largest 
difference between the t;,o sets of time-use data was found in the 25 
to 44 year old age group. Men in this age group, compared to 
sinilarly aged men in the mid-1960 1 s, spent one less hour in paid 
employment and added three more in the h::Jme. Women ;,orked for wages 
three-and-a-half more hours and one hour less in the home than ;,,:,men 
did in the previous decade. 
D.lring the t;,,:, years between 1974 and 1976, employed wives (with 
children) in the National Lorgitudinal Survey of Work Experience 
("'aret & Finlay, 1984) significantly decreased their time spent in 
grocery shopping, childcare am washing clothes. Less than half had 
sole responsibility for childcare, washing dishes and cleaning house. 
The authors suggest that there is increased task sharing in these 
households, but it is possible that part of the responsibility for 
these tasks belorged to hired help, especially in the case of 
childcare. It was found that the wife's relative economic 
contribution to the household rather than her absolute contribution 
::e:creased the likelihood of having scle responsibility for house;,,:,rk, 
f 
l and increase d the probabilit y of sharing household tasks. This may 
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t,.i.'. 
r i,cplain Model's f inding (1982) of the inverse relationship between 
t' ,;, husbands' earnings and their chore involvement, as most wives' incomes 
� 
1 are far below their husbands' • 
A more recent study (Barnett & Baruch, 1987) found that fathers 
with employed wives spent more proportional time (cqain, as opposed to 
absolute time) than single-earner fat.'"Jers in family work overall, as 
� well as more time in childcare tasks and on "feminine" hane chores. 
S.l 
'!he strongest predictor of dual-earner husbands' time in family work 
i was the mrnber of h:iurs the wife worked, followed by the wife's gender 
role attitudes regarding the male role. The authors believe that 
maternal employment creates cordi tions under which fathers' 
p,rticiP3tion becomes "easier" and less influenced by the constraints 
imposed by stereotypical interpretations of the male role. 
Husbands' P3rticiP3tion in t.'"Je home may be increasing, but it is 
still often perceived as "assistance" or "moral support." Men are 
more likely to undertake housework jointly with another family member 
than alone (Gilbert & Rachlin, 1987). Often it is the wife that 
husbands work with, as "he may contribute positive affect, 
canpleme.'1tary labor, and/or 'unschooled,' 'raw' effort demandin:_i 
supervision" (Berk & Berk, 1978, p. 459). Recent research has begun 
to investigate why men do not contribute more to house hold chores and 
childcare tasks. As with the role permeability of women, the cultural 
definitions of the male role in �stern culture restricts role 
behavior for men to, primarily, one area--work. The work role for men 
is so inextricably wrapped up into the meanin:_i of being "a man" that 
it is difficult to divide up men's roles into different spheres. 
Cohen (1987) points out the apparent redtm:larcy of the term "v.Urkirg 
fathers," because, according to traditional definitions, "v.Urk" is 
what fathers do. 
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D.lltural constraints are not the only barriers to increased 
involvenent in the hane for men. Structural constraints in the 
v.Urkplace also make it difficult, as in the case of the slow 
acceptarce of paternity leave. Cohen (1987) found that most men v.Uuld 
like to participate more in their family roles than they were able to, 
but felt that their jobs limited their opportunities. "Men may appear 
to make that choice <limited involvenent in family v.Urk>, based on 
their allocation of time and energy, because of their required 
participation in an occupation systen that operates 'as if' the family 
did not exist" (Cohen, 1987, p. 72). 
Asymmetrical role permeability thus allows men's ;,,ork role to 
intrude into their family role (for many men, the ;,,ork role defines 
the family role, e.g., the "breadwinner") whereas the converse is true 
for ;.omen. Role permeability for v.Umen is not necessarily detrimental 
to a wanan's occupation, or to her self-concept as a "w:>rkinJ 
mother." Many occupations allow the flexibility that many 1-.1:Jmen need 
in order to perform their mother role to their satisfaction, as in the 
divorced mothers of Johnson's study (1983). Many otherwise 
career-oriented wanen today choose occupations that can be done in 
their "spare time," or in the home (Gerson, 1985). !bwever, role 
permeability can be a problen if it inhibits a wanan's career course. 
\\bmen who choose an occupation that has historically required more 
~ 
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involvement and cornmiG~ent than most occupations, i.e., 
no doubt find the intrusion of the family role into 
handicap compared to their male peers who do not 
:,~perience this version of role permeability. A description of fenale 
_;__--
their marital arid parental status, and the career 
between male arrl female f:hysicians is discusse::1 below, 
discussion of the role expectations ( and their 
of YOUJl3' physicians. 
Physicians in Transition 
As in many professions, the nunbers of w:::imen training to become 
has increased ranarkably. In 1967, only 7% of all 
;" El)ysicians were w:::imen. Between 1970 and 1985 the total nunber of 
,~ t i:nysicians increase::1 by 65.5%. The growth in fenale physicians durir-B 
I 
.... ~ 
~ this period equaled 217. 8%, so that now 14. 6% of physicians are 'WOmen. 
r 
~- Prior to this growth period, the age distribution of female physicians 
closely paralleled that of the male's. As might be expected, this age 
distribution has now becane decidedly lopsidoo. Oler 40% of fe:nale 
fhysicians are less than age 35, ccxnpared to 22. 75% of male 
physicians. Altcgether, nearly three-quarters of female physicians 
today are less than age 45, versus half of male fhysicians (Roback, 
Mead, & Randolp-i, 1986) • 
~t only have their nunbers changed, but their choice of 
5Pecial ty has al so gone throt13h sane transfonnations. In 1967 the top 
five specialties of choice, in order, were pediatrics, general 
Practice, psychiatry, internal me:iicine, ard anesthesiolcgy. N:::>w, 
I. ,,. ~ tJ!IOre \o,D!lle!1 are in internal medicine than any other specialty, t surpassirg the more traditionally feminine special ties of pErliatr ics 
t. and p;ychiatry. l'bre indicative of the recent change in mErlical 
~-. 
~ 
~. saeialization is the increase in the nl.l!lber of wanen in special ties 
i,• 
~· formerly considered out of ~men's domain, such as diagnostic 
t 
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r radiology, general surgery, neurological surgery, ortlx>pErlic surgery, 
.! 
~. plastic surgery, and urological surgery. Between 1970 and 1980 these 
4 
(:' special ties grew three times or more in the nl.l!lber of female • 
i•· 
~ fl µiysicians (Roback et al., 1986). 
~ 
'lberefore, not only has it become more acceptable for a ~man to 
~ becane a fhysician, but it has become easier, albeit not without 
\ 
t 
, difficulty, for her to enter a male-daninated, prestigious specialty 
such as surgery. The fact that the vast majority of fenale i;:hysicians 
are in t.~eir marrying and childbearing years makes the study of the 
intersection of their ~rk arrl family roles timely. The followirg 
section describes the extent to vklich female j:hysicians beccme 
involved in family life. 
Marriage, Family and the Female Physician 
Female j:hysicians marry at the same rate as other ~men, but 
they marry later in life and have fewer children (Wilsen, 1981). 
Cartwright ( 1978) found that 75. 5% of her sample of ~men graduating 
frcrn medical school in the mid-1960's were married 10 years later. 
Six percent were divorced, while 18.4% had remained single. Forty 
Percent of the married wanen were marriErl to i;:hysicians, and half of 
the '"1Jmen had children. D.lcker (1980) found that younger ~men are 
f ro<><' likely Co tty CO ,�b!ee mMdege, f�!ly aed 
�,;·. 
career. 
2(i 
Of female 
 µiysicians wer age 50 only half had ever married, of which half had
had children. Near ly thr�rters of '...Umen younger than 50 had 
married, and two-thirds of these were mothers. 
Schnerhorn, Colliver, Verhulst, and Schnidt (1986) also found 
age differences in a sample of Illinois female physicians. Eighty 
percent had been married, although only 62% were married at the time 
of the study. Half were married to physicians. 'Iwenty percent of the 
e.rer-married w:imen rei:orted t...o or more marriages. Near ly two out of 
five wanen were child less. Almost one-third of wanen older than 70 
reported never having been married, in contrast with w:imen age 30 to 
39, where nearly three-quarters were married. 
Some female µiysicians' fa'llily lives are very similar to those 
experienced male physicians. Of the psychiatrists studied by Kashtan 
and Dickey (1984) women were slightly more likely to be married 
(79.3%} than the men (72.1%}. Sixty-two percent of the wanen were 
married to other µiysicians, comP3red to 11% of the men. Eighty-four 
percent and 72% of the women and men had children, the average number 
being 1.4. The average age for both sexes at t he time the first child 
was born was 32. Men and w:imen were at equivalent i:oints in their 
training at this time as well. It should be noted that psychiatry has 
traditionally been considered a "woman's" specialty, calling on skills 
aro abilities labeled feminine, with work schedules amenable to 
"1:lmen's family life. WomE!1 specializing in psychiatry are not unaware 
of this adaptability. 
:, 
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since female µ1ysicians are very likely to be married to a 
ysician or another professional 'WOrkirg full-time (Kashtan & Dickey, 
the need for childcare and household help would seem to be 
However, fenale physicians are not much different fran other 
'ofessional 'WOmen in their degree of home chore responsibility. 
ale piysicians workirg full-time have significantly more 
• p:,nsibil i ty for household tasks than male F,hysic ians, and spend 
twice as much time on such tasks. hnazing-ly, -on~third 'WOrk 
40 hours a week in the home (Pyke & Kahill, 1983). 
Hired help is not used as frequently as one might expect. The 
female µ1ysicians surveyed in the early 1970's were 
for cookinJ, smppirg and the plannirg of meals. 
usehold cleaning and childcare were tasks that were easier to 
e:Jate to others, yet on~third am one-quarter of the wanen, 
tively, were in charge of these activities themselves (Vacshak, 
In a study on wanen graduating- fran medical school between 
57% of the married v.Dmen with children 
66% of divorced mothers had what was defined as "minimal" 
fbusehold help of one day a week or less was found in 60% 
ii?f the married families and on~third of the divorced families, the 
;w~'.f'i,-
Kirchner, Kossoff and Pickens (1984) [rest doing without paid help. 
ff.! 
ij:.:i,a, fouoo a lack of paid outside help. Three-quarters of their 
l~l!-
:i:.~p1e of 336 female radiologists were married, 75% of 'Nhich had 
t*••· (children. Part-time he.lp was enployed by 41%, 11% hired full-time 
w>, 
th:!lp, and nine percent had liv~in housekeepers. 'Ihe remaining 39% 
~l,7 
~'went without help at all; half of this group had children. Heins 
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_;,-(lg79) found that female p-iysicians were no more likely t:::> hire help 
i<,I'·· 
\than male f:hysicians, althol.)3h 80% of the sp:::iuses of the men did not 
,. 
"i."." tf"'°rk outside of the ~r:ie. 
,~ 'IhllS, although involved. in a very time dananding career, fenale 
r--'Jilysicians have atternpte1 to enjoy family life as much as :::>ther wcrien, 
~--it and indeed may have a more traditional home life than one v-.t>uld exf)eet 
it. 
~rt for wan01 pursuirq a non-traditional career. The fact that more young 
fl 
~'. female µ-iysicians are married and have families than older women 
:e;; irx:licates that role penneability may be more of a n93otiate::l issue {{ 
-,,-: 
/!. 
Jk today than in the past. Nevertheless, in return for a fairly normal 
~-
fanily life fan ale fhysicians have had to settle for a different 
career path than t.1leir male counterparts. 
The Career Differences of Male and Fernale Physicians 
The structure :::>f mooicine has developed as a classic model of a 
profession, in v.nich one dr:Notes one's prime years to academic 
achi~ement or successful practice buildirq, while at hcrie wives are 
bearing and raising children, and managing home resp::insibil i ties 
(Rinke, 1981). This time period coincides with the female r:nysician's 
childbearing years, with traditional role models pressuring 'MJmen to 
assune the burden for childcare. 'r'fuile both male and fenale 
P1ysicians complain of too many danands placed upon their time and 
energy, the nature of their canplaints is different, reflectir1:3 
asymmetrical role p:rrneability. Men tend to regret that they are 
spemirg too moch time at v-10rk, ard so 1i ttle time with their 
families. Women, conversely, express disapp:Jintment in t~eir 
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Jnability to d<?Jote more ti~e to their careers (Heins, 1979; Kashtan & 
pickey, 1984). Because of the difference in considerations regarding 
t;he mesh of career and family life, women's choices regarding tJ-1eir 
practices, their lENel of productivity an:::l incc:,ne, an::l their lENel of 
career achievenent are all affected. 
Practice choices. As discussed above, there have not been great 
changes among \-Klmen in the choice of special ties, at least among the 
,nost popular special ties. Wan en's choice of special ties may be guided 
by sex stereotypes of what is considered appropriate for MJmen. 
!).Cker (1978) surveyed male p-lysicians of medical school faculties an:::l 
found the most highly recommended specialties for \-Klmen were 
pediatrics, child psychiatry, psychiatry, an::l anesthesiology. 
Pediatrics provided the greatest advantages according to these 
p-lysicians because it required fewer years of training, was less 
competitive than ot.~er specialties, was considered to be particularly 
satisfying to wanen, an::l it prwided patients to which women were to 
have a natural affinity. 'Ihe selection of these specialties is 
particularly ironic when other special ties, such as pathology or 
dermatology, would allow \-Klmen to have shorter, more regular MJrk 
weeks, which \-Kluld be advantageous when raising a family. 
\-.hen asked why they chose the specialty they did { internal 
medicine, pedatrics, obstetrics/gynecology, psychiatry, surgery, an::l 
medical specialties), female and male residents in 19n9 did not differ 
on the most important reason-the specialty was considered 
intellectually interesting and provided challenging MJrk (Davidson, 
1979). tbwENer, the second most important reason for the men was the 
I f, 3C 
t'0wcrtunity for more or closer i:etie nt contact, while w:imen considered �-
?j' 
tthe better opportunities for limited rours of w:irk. In general wanen 
t' 
fare less likely than men to subspecialize (Weisman, Levine, Steinac:1, 
f· 
'.,& Chase, 1980). lbwever, t:-ie wanen in Davids on's study (1979) were 
rp
1anning on subspecialties. The most important reason for their 
, selection, was, again, the opportunity for limitirq rours of w:irk. 
,, 
For mm, intellectually interesting and challenging w:irk was the 
primary consideration. Wanen are more willirg to subordinate their 
intellectual i nterests in exchange for specialties comi:etible with 
fa;nily life. A possible consequence of this is the fact that marrie:l 
. l,U\181 are more 1 ikel y than single w:imen to not be in the special ty of 
their first choice (W3rd, 1982). 
Chee female i:hysicians have chosen, or had their choice 
restricted to a specialty, they must decide on their practice setti rq 
and arrangenents. Male i:hysician s are more likely to be w:irking in 
office-based settirqs (62%), canpared t o  45% of fsnale i:nys icians 
(Roback et al., 1986; Wilson, 1981). kcording to Rinke (1981), 92% 
of male and 73.8% of fsnale i:nysicians are in private practice. Men 
are more likely to ½':>rk in a solo or group practice, while w:imen are 
more oftm w:irkirg in sane other settirg like a clinic, government 
facility, or corporate setting (E:obula, 1980). In Celifornia, women 
are twice as likely as men to be in a prei:eid medic al group 
(BaUder-Nishita, 1980). Women are heavily represented in t.�e 
mspital; 34% of wanen are either residents or are full-time hospital 
staff menbers ·...tiile 19% of male i:hysicians are similarly employed. 
Male and fenale i:nysicians share similar percentages in 
1.i .. 
i' r: 
ti 
f 3: ~ 
~inistration, teaching, and research (Roback et al., 1986). 'The 
Ii, ;,anen in Davidson's study (1979) were much more likely to choose to 
II',·· !~rk full-time in a university or hospital setting, while the men were 
1~ 
·inore likely to choose solo or snall partnershi i::s for their pr act ice 
'"setting. !;,. 
Factors rated as important in the choice of a practice location 
.~'for female physicians are available hospital resources, personal 
iii f life-style preferences, and career needs of spouses (Schermerhorn et 
}}t 
ual., 1986). Indeed, significantly more female fhysicians than males 
r 
~: (34% versus 6%) had career plans altered by a relationship with a 
)J'.•< 
fmenber of the opposite sex (Heins, 1979). For women, the adaptation 
r ' f include::l giving up residencies in order to be with spcuses, not Joing 
., 
.. 
!<'. into private practice in order to be more mobile for spouse 
~. 
relocation, and choosing a specialty cornpatible with spcuses' wishes. 
Nearly half of the wanen in Ward's study (1982) had felt that their 
family's need for t.l'Jeir care had affected the positions they felt they 
were able to apply for, and 41% felt similarly restricted by their 
husbands' careers. In the situation of the dual-fhysician marriage 
(canprising 50% of female [±iysicians' marriages) there appears to be a 
"g61tlernen' s agreanent" to provide employment for an invited female 
physician's spcuse. The opposite, unfortunately, is not always true 
(Lorber, 1982) • 
Although there are roLXJhlY equal proportionate nl.ITibers of male 
ard fenale fhysician faculty members, their mrobers have only recently 
risen to achieve this parity. In the year 1977-1978, women made up 
ll.8% of medical faculties. L'"l 1982, the percentage rose to 13. 2%. 
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; However, women are ll!1derrepresented in the higher ranks and
<11errepresente::l in the lower ranks, partly because of their recent 
entry into academics. W:lrnen make up 5.1% of full professors, 12. 3% of 
associate professors, 17. 5% of assistant professors, and 21. 7% of 
instructors. 'The highest proportion of ·,,.cmen is in pediatric 
departnents , where 27% of the faculty are wanen. Fewer wanen reach 
administrative positions in me::lical schools. In 1982 women chaired 26 
basic science and 28 clinical departments. Pe::liatr ics had the largest 
nunber of female chairpersons with eight. In addition, 56 associate 
and 61 assistant deanship, were held by wanen. In that same year, 
nearly 30% of me:lical students were 'M:>men (Braslow & Heins, 
1981; Shore, 1984; Wilson, 1981). 
How do female ,::hysicians find t1emselves in the se situatio ns? 
Various authors speak of "canfort zones," "channelin:i., " and "choice by 
const raint." Although single v.Dmen are able to follow a career pattern 
similar to men's, marri e::l female ,::hysicians with families must often 
renoll!1ce posi tions of authority, power, an d status. Women have to 
choose one option, high achievement in a pres tigious specialty, over 
the option of mar riage and family. k5 a consequence, women's choices 
of specialty, subspecialty, an::l work settin:i are made in an 
environment that inhibits full involvement in home and career. 
T:1erefore, they choose "wan en suitable" areas, such as pe:lia tr ics an::l 
n'lO's, where they will not disrupt expectations of proper behavior for 
rnarrie::l wanen. "1'bt surprisin;ly, wanen will 'choose' to go where 
t.1ey feel comfortable, welcane:l, an d competent" (Eourne & Wikler,
1978, p. 438). For their own benefit they choose areas that provide 
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tt;hern with the least arnoll!1t of role conflict, altholl:lh this often mea:1s 
·.:a canpranise in me::lical interests ard professional status, since less 
s 
.·aananding special ties also tend to be less prestigious (Davidson, 
1979; YogeJ, 1983). Once in these p:,sitions, fenale Fhysicians are 
;further constrained by their families in the amoll!1t of time they can 
&-:,._ 1,·· devote to their practice. 
tJ?-,_.· 
~. Prodoctivity. Female Fhysicians, in general, work fewer weeks 
,:·, 
i!l'-·.·-
~·· per year and fewer hours per week than do male Fhysicians. Bobula 
r. 
'si (1980) foW1d that warren vnrke::l an average of 45.9 weeks per year in 
F f;'. 1977 while men vnrked 47 .1 weeks. There was also a difference in 
l 
l' tx,urs, as waTien vnrked 43. 7 oours per week and men vnrked 50.9 hours. 
~ '• 
!angwell (1982) finds that men spend an average of one-and-a-half 
tours more per week vnrkirg than do warren, a significant difference 
that holds across all specialties. The !'MA (1984) however, foll!1d that 
female Fhysicians vnrk 7 .9% fewer oours per week than male physicians, 
vklich translates into four oours less, if the average male Fhysician 
1,1'.)rks 50 oours weekly. 
As might be expected, female Fhysicians see fewer patients per 
week than do male Fhysicians. /\cross all special ties this averages 
out to 15% fewer i::er week (l>MA, 1984). Ch average, female Fhysicians 
see 30-40% fewer patients per oour than do men (Reinhardt, 1981). 
l.angwell foll!1d that vnmen see .87 fewer patients per hour than do men, 
rargirg fran .09 for radiologists, to 1.27 for 
obstetrician/gynecologists (1982). Just ;.hy 1-.':lrnen see fewer pc,tients 
per oour, or conversely, why men see more patients per hour, has not 
been sufficiently explored. 
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'PS female I=hysicians are primarily in charge of family and home 
,esponsibili ties, it is not surprisirg that Curry (1983) found the 
)argest difference in hours per week between men and women came during 
·the childbearirg years, peakirg at age 35. Overall, fenale and male
··¥tiysicians worked 62 and 61 hours, respectively, per week. '!his total
JncludErl time spent on adninistrative tasks, arrl continuirg medical
,/edu::ation. '!he average time spent on direct medical service was 47. 5
f� 
:}lours for men, and 43.6 hours for women. After age 45, women saw
;marginally more patients per week in significantly fewer h::>urs than
� 
·:men. Both before age 45 and after 55, women put in more time in
'adninistrative chores arrl continuirg mErlical Erlucation than men.
�·: r-
;; D.lcker (1980) also looked at age differences, as well as number 
,, 
;; 
{ of children, but for wanen only. Wanen under age 50 had a higher 
; 
level of professional activity than older women, even thou;h these 
wanen were much more likely to be marriErl arrl have children. Not 
surprisingly, they were also twice as likely to feel that their 
personal life sufferErl fran their professional involvenent. Wanen 
with fewer family obligations were able to achieve an even higher 
level of professional activity. Mitchell (1984) canpared men arrl 
�en on hours per week, and the effect of personal and household 
characteristics. By only considerirg office-basErl private practice 
!ilysicians who worked at least 20 hours per week, and excluding 
physicians fran groups greater than nine, the sample of wanen is 
really more comparable to male I=hysicians than to many female 
physicians. Nevertheless, there were sex differences. Men workerl 
48.2 hours per week, while women worked 46.9 hours, which totals up to 
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difference in the course of a year. Women's age had no 
, ,' feet on the m.rnber of murs they w:::irked per week, which is probably
'.�;.-_. 
the restricted career p:3.ttern of the sample. Men, on the 
reache::3 a peak in the nunber of murs workErl at age 44. 
f ... r,n,.e presence of children younger than age 18 had no effect on 'M'.Jmen' sf 1,:,urs. Mm, however, ""rk ed more hours, thus fulfill in, their 
,, :tpcovider" role. Married "'°men v.orked significantly fewer hours than
did sirgle wanen. Marriage had m effect on men's murs. Mitchell 
(1984) suggests that this is an "inccme effect," i.e., married �men 
�care able to substitute leisure for market w::irk, due to a higher 
�caobined family inccme b.'lan single l;,\'.)ffien' s income. What is also
[;�--
/", likely is that the marrie::l wanen (the average age was 50) have been t':l:' 
subordinating their careers to their husbands' careers and �aintaining 
sanewhat traditional gender roles at hane. 
K3.shtan and Dickey (1984) also found that the presence of 
children did not directly affec:t the oours fanale physicia11s w::irk, in 
addition to finding that martial status also had no effect. Al though 
fEmale flSyc:"hiatrists w::irked significantly fewer hours than men (38.4 
versus 52.8), this difference was not related tc, marital status, 
nunber of children or any other rep:::irtErl characteristic of their 
careers or personal lives. Even without children, fEmale 
psy,;;!-iiatrists were far more likely to w::irk fewer than 50 murs a week. 
Fyke and Kahill (1983) failoo to find sex differences for married 
physicans for tours or pa.tients seen per week, alth:n.x;h once again, 
the sample was restricted to t.'1ose l;,Otking full-time. Conversely, 
CohEn and Karper (1976) have fourd that the presence of children does 
hand, 
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imp:ict on hours of work, and the nunber of children 
:·had a strorg n9:Jative relationship with hours of work-the more 
; children a female '(ilysician has, the fewer hours she works. Cohen and 
:; I{orper included wanen workirg a wider rarge of hours than Mitchell 
�
,
.�
•
.
\:
' (1984 )
.
, therefore it is likely this study included mothers working
;;  fewer hours expressly to spend more time with their childre1. Weisnan 
1.t� 
� and Teitelbaun (1987 ) found in their sample of yot.ng married 
�· r,hysicians that the sex difference in hours worked ( wanen working 61.8 
i t4
• 
f' hours, me1 working 69.3 hours), persisted after adjusting for family 
t arxi practice-type variables. The more involved wanen were in 
household and childcare resp:msibilities, th� fewer hours they worked 
professionally. The sane was not true for me1. The authors suggest 
that, as they did not measure time allocation for home 
responsibilities, wanen may be sperrling more time per houshold task 
than do me1. 
Besides the obvious but not always substantiated explanation of 
fc:mily responsibilities restrictirg wanen's hours, productivity may be 
affected by practice type. 'Ihe differences in hours worked may in 
part be related to the settirg in which physicians work. 
Institutional or hospital-based settings,. where women frequently work, 
ofte1 have more limited work schedules (Cohen & Kerper, 1976). 
Both o.irry (1983 ) and Babula (1980) noted a decrease in the 
productivity gap, but they offer opposirg explanations for the 
'Etlenome1on. Babula (1980) found that wome1 increased their number of 
hours from 41.8 hours per week in 1973 to 43.7 in 1978. This increase 
is almost solely responsible for the 2.4 hour difference between me1 
}lave a significant 
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� and women's hours. a.irry (1983), on the other hand, states that women 
�· are not working more but men are ;,,,:,rkirg less, p:,ssibly represe,'1tirg 
�-. 
an increased humanization in the expectations of what a reasonable 
"'°rk load for a ,:hysician is. As both data sets were collected in the 
late 1970's, it is unclear ,,,tat the appropriate explanation is. 
career interrupt ions and "c=i t:nent." A sore p:,int among 
fe:nale ,:tiysicians, as with all 1,1'.)rkirg wanen, is the question of 
career "commitment" in the face of car eer withdrawals to bear and 
raise children. Because of these withdrawals, sane in the profes sion 
consider the training of 1,1'.)men to be a p:,orer invest.'!lent than the 
tra inirg of men (Jussim & Muller, 1975). In spite of these attitudes, 
\oAJffien in medicine have a much lower withdrawal rate than wcmen natural 
scientists, ergineers and secondary school teachers (Rossi, 1965), an:l 
are as likely as male ,:tiysicians to be considered by the A"!A a s  
"unclassified," "inactive," or unreach able (10.9% fo r wanen, 9.9% for 
men) when it conducts i ts annual census (Roback et al., 198'5) • 
Professional comni anent is considere::l to be a personal 
characteristic taken for granted in male ,:hysicians but questioned in 
wanen, since comnib:lent is corgruent with male gender role 
expectations, and incongruent with fe,'!lale gender role expectations 
(i::ourne & Wikler, 1978). Male me::lical scho ol faculty menbers express 
stereotyped concerns about professional commitment of wcmen medical 
students, h:lwever their assunptions about wan en are not without ba sis: 
Men know they could not do what they do professionally if they had 
to do what their wives do fo r thEl1l in addition to the ir wor'<. And 
men know that they could no t do their wcrk as they currently do it 
if they lacked a wife to keep their private 1 ives in order. 
(Bourne & Wikler, 1978, p. 433) 
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\'iCJ11'1E'f1 are not blameless, as they tend to define the prnbl em of 
1 1· rY'! hone and w::irk roles as personal rather than a structural one, d u:J9- , '"j 
it, and take on the resp:msibility for the solution. Tuey feel that if 
• t- theY ask for help, they will be provif8 the stereot;{Fe that they 
~--
cannot manage (Bourne & Wikler, 1978) • 
1rJr.at is the solution? 'I"jpically, wanen have trained in less 
i 
r ~ aemanding specialties, taken salaried fX)Sitions in HMO's and clinics, 
am stayed in the lower echelons of acadenic medicine, all 
can-promises. These p:,sitions can tolerate interruptions and permeable 
roles much better than more denamirg, professionally prestigious and 
p:,¼1erful fX)Si tions, and therefore the w::iman I s personal 1 ife is not as 
threatened. "rbw do her male colleagues see this? Incredibly, many 
of them choose to see this rather grim and highly resFQnsible series 
of tradeoffs as frivolous or as evidence of incanpetence" (Argell, 
1981, p. 1161). Angell believes there should be a restructuring of 
me:Hc ine to recognize the special nee:1s of the family. 
Medicine so far, except for P3,rt-time residencies and matching 
married residents, has rejected pleas for accomncdation. The primary 
argt.rnents against accommodation are: 1) me:licine is a calling so 
exacti113 that nothirg short of tireless dedication is required to 
maintain skills, and therefore a compromise in time means a 
deterioration in quality, and 2) settirg up a systE!!l in which leaves 
of absence and p:3.rt-time w:::irk were routine (and respectable) 'l'l:luld be 
inefficient. Ang-ell (1981) repudiates both of these argl.171ents, 
stating there is no e..ridence that female piysicians are less canpetent 
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t. than male p-lysicians al though women w:>rk fewer h::>urs. "Truth is that
{ nobodY knows h::,w much time it takes to be a good doctor" (p. 1162) •
'!he second argunent \IA:>uld make sense if there was a shortage of 
J;ilysicians, h::>wever, quite the opp:>si te is true. 
The result, then, is w:>mm w:>rking fewer h::,urs with more career 
t 
i interruptions. 
��. 
Heins (1979) foun:i that fenale physicians with career 
� interruptions were much more likely to be married than w:>men without 
L 
, interruptions, were more likely to have childrm, and were less likely
t: 
to be employed full-time. Mandelbaum (1981) also studied ¥bat she 
called npersisters" and nnonpersisters. n Persisters were older and 
less likely to be married. 'lhose ¥<ho were married, had married later 
and had fewer children than nonpersisters. Nonpersisters were 
personally more resp:>nsible for childcare and had more limited w:>rk 
h::>urs. Persisters were happier in their marriages than nonpersisters, 
'\tihich Mandelbaun interprets as a result of fewer compromises in their 
careers. Cartwright (1978) found interruptions in trainill:J to be 
stroll:JlY negatively related to subsequent career satisfaction. 
Part of the problen has bem the consistent misconception of 
equating nccmmitment" with career continuity, a tautological error of 
definill:J people as corrmitterl because they� as if they were 
canmitted. Olaracteristics of commitment should be defined 
iooependently of the behavior corrmi t:ment serves to explain (Laws, 
1976; Quadagno, 1978). Q.ladagno hypothesized that the endorsement of 
the intrinsic values of work could define corrmitment. She found that 
rhysicians of both sexes between the ages of 55 and 72 were equally 
likely to consider the intrinsic aspects of their w:,rk more satisfyill:J 
f r 
f 
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': j;han extrinsic aspects. Women in QJadagno' s sample did not have :nore
career interruptions than men, al th:)lgh the interruptions were
slightly, yet not significantly, longer. While the quan tity was
equivalent, the quality was different. The career interruptions of 
these middle-aged and older men were for WJrld War II, the Korean War, 
and later, illness. Althou:,h they interrupted their careers am 
practices for war, they remained i:;hysicians during the interruptions. 
�t so the wanen. They dropped out for ra i si ng children, sane 
returning gradually, working part-time and then full-time as the 
children grew o lder. Effects of such role permeability on their 
careers were varied. 1's one 1-.0man said, "WJmen raising children will 
do jobs that no one else will take" (Quadagno, 1978, p. 66). 
Heins also found t.1-iat men and 1-.0men were equally likely to have 
interruptions , but that the quality, again, was different. Contrary 
to 1-.0men's situation, men who were married were much less likely to 
have had an interruption. "Possibly having a helping wife makes it 
easier for men consistently to pursue career objectives, while being a 
helpful wife sometimes interferes with career objectives for '....:imen" 
(He ins, 1979, p. 223). 
QJadagno (1978) states that the rigid definitio n of career 
cormi t:rnent as a full-time all consuning activity is harmful to wan en 
(and sometimes men) whose nurturant activities are disparaged. As 
Holstran is often quoted: 
In a curious paradox of human values men have been criticized only 
slightly for career interruptions in wh ich their task was to kill 
off other members of the humaC\ race; but =en have been severely 
criticized for taking time away fran their profession in order to 
raise the next generation. (1972, p. 54) 
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Inco.ne. Knowing that female r:hysicians tend to w:irk in less 
'distinguished specialties and settings, work fewer hours and are more 
}ikelY to have career interruptions for childbearin:i, it is not 
111expected that their inccme is lower than men's. 'Ihe mean net inccme 
in 1977 for female r:tiysicians was $38,194 versus $62,470 for male 
inysicians. 'Ihe incane differential, unadjusted for difference in 
specialties or h:Jurs, was 38.9% (Lan:iwell, 1982). In 1982 the averc>3e 
annual net incane (before taxes) for female r:hysicians was $65,200 
versus $102,000 for men, a difference of 36% (N"IA, 1984). !bwever, 
between 1972 and 1982 female r:hysicians' income has increased at a 
slightly faster rate than men's (nine percent for wanen versus eight 
percent for men) • 
Several factors enter into female r:hysicians' lower ear:-iings. 
Fernale r:hysicians are disproportionately in the lower-payin:i 
specialties, such as pediatrics. Chee adjusting for hours per week, 
weeks per years ard specialty, both Wilson (1981) ard Babula (1980) 
found that w:,men still earned 70--BO% of mens' ear:-iings. Langwell 
(1982) found that the hourly earnings differential unadjusted for 
specialty was 22.1% in 1977. The N"IA fourd the h:Jurly difference in 
1982 to be 24% (1984). Within specialty, this difference ranged from 
-18.8% for anesthesiolo:;y (wanen earnin:i more per h:Jur) to 44.7% for 
internal medicine in 1977. 'Ihe A"-A did not examine the specialties in 
as much detail as Lan:iwell did. Wanen in medical specialties, 
surgical specialties, other specialties, and ge-ieral/family practice 
earned 31%, 21%, 20% and 19% less, respectively, than did male 
:physicians in these specialties. Although age has an effect on the 
learnin:J differential between male and fenale fhysicians, the 
faifference is still evident, which will be discussed below. 
i· . �: 
The difference in incane cannot be attributoo to a preference 
for male fhysicians. Langwell examined market conditions that may 
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, affect fenale fhysicians' earnin:Js, and specifically, the denand for 
female doctors. She found that across all specialties (except for 
psychiatry) fenale fhysicians are able to charge significantly more 
for an office visit of a new patient and an established i;atient than 
do male fhysicians. Lan:Jwell concludoo that fenale fhysicians are not 
charging higher fees in order to meet higher practice costs, since 
male fhysicians paid 44 cents in professional expenses while wanen 
i:aid 41. 7 cents for every dollar of gross income. 'lbere was some 
variation by specialty in that wanen in internal mooicine, surgery, 
and obstetrics/gynecology have higher expenses. Further evidence for 
the denand for fenale fhysicians is the time a i;atient waits to see 
the fhysician. Patients must wait almost t� days lon:Jer to see a 
fenale fhysician than a male fhysician. This suggests that fenale 
I=hysicians face a greater danand for their services than do men, but 
their shorter �rk week may contribute ·to this denand (Lan:Jwell, 
1982). 
Career achievanent and the family. As has been implied, and 
possibly because of role permeability, female fhysicians are not as 
free as men are to take the positions they may desire, or maximize 
their level of productivity, and consequently their earnings. 
OJerall, their level of career achievanent is lower than men's when 
by such indices as board certification rates. Fenale 
/i;::hysicians are much less likely to becm.e board certified than their
\
11
a1e peers; 36. 7% of women are certified canpared to 56.3% of me-i 
,�. 
,(FOb
ack et al., 1986) •
wrber and Ecker (1983) studied a matched sample of male and 
: fanale µ,ysicians who graduated fran medical sc:hool in 1960 ard were 
. follo'.Yed throll:Jh to 1976. Comi::aring their level of professional 
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�. attainnent (made up of such variables as board certification,
< p.iblications, offices held in professional organizations, percentage 
� of P3-tients referre:1 to them, arrl so forth) , wreien were significantly 
less likely than mm. to have achieved a high level of attainment, 
f alth:>U3"h they were equally likely to be moderately successful. 
' .  '
,, ' 
I 
Examining several variables from me:lical school days, such as test 
scores arrl peer evaluations, as well as present personal 
characteristics, L:Jrber and Ecker foL111d tI1.at there was a lack of 
consistent, pr03ressive impact of these variables on subsequent 
professional attainment for w::imen, as opposed to for men. Level of 
fanily resp:,nsibility had a significant nS3ative impact on attairtnent 
for 'nl:Jmen, and had no effect for men. 
Those who do achieve a high le..rel of success are almost 
oddities, both in t.1eir rarity and in the dS3ree to v.tiich they have 
rejecte:1 a fanily life. Ne-nir (1981), in presentirg short biographies 
of the eight v.anen chairing pediatrics departments in U.S. mooical 
Schools, cheerfully state:'l that 19 T:iree of the eight have soown that 
marriage and childrearing can be successfully ccmbined with a 
distirguishe::'l career 19 (p. 183). Sane row, one 'nl:Juld expect that more 
�; 
i 
.� 
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� t;han 38% of male pediatric chairmen are married with children. 
( 
l's has 
;s been discussed earlier, the substantial age difference between '.llale 
and female µiysicians is partly resp:msible for the diffe rence in 
personal ard career characteristics. The effects of age will now be 
discussed in greater detail. 
� Differences Between Male ard Fenale Physicians 
Is it p:,ssible that with chargirg attitudes in society, yourger 
female µiysicians can canbine family and career roles without the 
drastic canpranises of the past? There is evidence that wanen are 
finding it easier to be involved in bot.1-i sµieres. Ward (1982) studied 
the careers of medical wanen belorging to two cohorts; those earning 
their degree in t.'1e years 1949 throu:;h 1951, and t.1-iose ·...no earned 
their degree in 1965. The results of her stu::iy show that times have 
changed for \o,C)men, possibly making it easier for \o,C)men to canbine 
marriage, family and a denardirg career, or at least now more wanen 
are willing to try. Most of bot.1-i cohorts were or had been 
married; 55% of all those married had µiysicians or dentists as 
sp:iuses. The older group had an average of 2.44 children, the yoll!1ger 
cohort had 2.21 children. The younger cohort had married and had 
children at a yolll1ger age than the older group. The average time 
spent away fran practice durirg the first 12 years after qualification 
was 2. 7 years for the older \o,C)men, 1.8 years for the yoll!1ger \o,C)ffien, 
After 12 years, 47% of the older wan en were ·,.1:Jrkina full-t:. me (this 
group was less likely to be married) and 30% were \o,C)rking part-time. 
INer half of the yourger group were =rking part-time (52%), and 39% 
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were WJrking full-time. tbwever, 23% of the older w:)men were not 
practicin; at all, versus nine percent of the yoUfBer group (and of
these, 65% had been away for less than t•...o years). '!he w::)rt1en in the 
1ater cohort were apparently better able to canbine marriage, fc.'lnily 
and career than t.1.e v.anen receiving their de;rees during the early 
195() 1 s. They may be w::>rkirg part-time to acconmodate their fanily, 
but they have not at least found it necessary to stop practicing 
al tcgether. 
Gender role expectations may now have a snaller effect on 
wanen' s choice of specialty. A 1977 study smwed that wanen were 
twice as likely to choose :pediatrics for a residency as they were to 
state they preferre:l it {Matteson & Snith). Youn;er wanen, towe.1er, 
:nay be more sure of their decision. Those who may have formerly gone 
i:lto pediatrics because of perceive:i barriers to more male-dooinated 
specialties are able to go into these specialties more freely than 
before. Weisnan et al. {1980) canpute:i the prop::,rtion of female to 
□ale residents in selected specialties and found that the specialties
which wanen entered more frequently than men in 1970 (pe:Uatrics and 
psychiatry) show substantial declines towards an equal proi=ortion of 
men arrl wanen and the special ties chosen less frequently by wanen than 
men {general surgery, family medicine, and internal me:iicine) in 1970 
show a gradual increase. Schermerhorn et al. (1986) found that 
younger female µ-iysicians were less likely to stress the importance of 
ncanpatibility with spouse's career preference" than older wanen when 
choosing a s:pecialty, and are more willing to give more consideration 
ta their own professional neejs. 
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CornP3,rative youth may affect type of practice. Che quarter of 
,tJie yourg wanm surveye::i by Diamond (1984) were affiliated with ENO' s.
'
gan
e of these same vnmen were also affiliated with free standing
\ne::lical clinics. Diamond s�gests that many of the yo urger wanen are
salaried as t;iey need to pay off college and mooical school debts.
"C)l:'e these debts are paid off arrl children are older, private practice
,'wi th its high startup costs and possibly more denanding schedule
/becanes a viable alternative. If so, a higher level of productivity 
·lrl>uld be expected from these vnmen as they get older.
;,qe has a definite effe::::t on prcductivity. Wanen age 40 or 
·younger v.Drk 10. 6% fewer hours per week than do men of the same age
l_group, supporting the theory that wcmen are busy bearirg an:l rearirg
'children at this time, a resp::insibility not equally shared by male 
� 
Ill;:, 
�' t. }ilysicians. In middle age, the differential lessens sanewhat, with
i w::rnen w::,rking 6. 6% fewer hours than men (M1A, 1984). fbwever, female
i:· 
[Fhysicians age 56 an::l older \,JOrk 12.1% fewer tours, contradictin:J 
Dir.iond's notion (1983) that a t,..,oman will be able to use her later 
· years to devote to her practice {freej of many denamirq family
resp:Jnsibilities) and supporting Heins, Snock, Martindale, Jacobs and
Stein's (1977) fimirg that wanen terrl to retire, or >MJrk fewer oours
When t.�eir husbands retire. It is p:issible, then, that the effects of
asyr:metrical role permeability may continue well past childrearirq
Y'=ars • fb\.v'ever, another study examining t."'1.e nunber of hours w::,rked by
fetia.J.e I.=hysicians of different ag-e grouf:6 found no statistically
Significant differences (Cohen & Karper, 1976). 'Ihere is also a
tel.ationship between cqe ard the nunber of p:itients seen per hour.
-,-
f. 
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childbearing age see 20.1% fewer patients than men of the 
l· 
:J
san
e age group, whereas older wanen see 17% fewer patients than 
;similarly age.1 men (A�, 1984}. I-gain, the sex differential in 
-· -_ 
\:a tients seen per mur has yet to be exi:nine::l in detail. 
f� 
'fue effect of age on incc:me is not linear either, as the inc:::xne 
I' differential is le�s for older r:t,ysicians, and greatest for
I l!liddle-aged i;:nys1c1ans. W:,men age 40 or younger, 40 to 55, and 56 or
. more earn 36%, 37% and 22.6% less per year, respectively, than do male 
p,ysicians in the same age cohorts (A'l1A, 1984). Iburly earnings have 
:,·a1so been examine::l by age groups, whet'e we firrl that, 11 amorg 
_' Fhysicians over the age of 55, female physicians on average earned 
i 
more per tour than males in 1982 n (J!.MA, 1984, p. 331). Close 
It !?• ex:amination reveals that these ,;..c,men earned, on average, $. 20 more pet' 
e· 
� rour than did the men, or .5% more. Wanen 40 years old or yourger 
earned 14% less f)=r oour than similar age: men. Middle-age v.Dmen, 40 
to 55, earned 28% less per h:Jur than men. 
Considering one specialty, pediatrics, the status differential 
rerresentoo by board certification rates is decreasirg. Although 
overall 22% more male pediatricians are certified t.,an female 
pediatricians, the gap ap�ars to be decreasirg amorq the yourger 
pediatricians to approximately 15%. When considering U.S. medical 
sc:1001 graduates alone, there has been a strorg, steady increase in 
the prop::irtion of certified fer.1ale pediatricians. 1he certification 
rate di ffererce between male ard female pro iatr icians who gradua te::l 
frcrn U.S. me::lical schools between the years 1967 and 1976 is 
appraximately five percent (llffieri::an Academy of Pooiatrics, 1981). 
It v,0uld appear that as::rmmetrically permeable role �oundaries 
careers of fenale f'.hysicians. lli fenale and male 
their careers and personal lives ccgnizant of such 
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.· �ttitudes ard societal constraints? Or, are they unaware of this
rcultural influence? 'Ihe expectations of future p-lysicians regarding
fit11eir own ability ard the ability of others to successfully ccmbine 
i·tamny and career is discussed below.
t. �e Permeability arxl the Expectations of Yourg Fhys ic ians
;.. , t Alth:>U3h it appears that proportionately more fenale physicians 
�/ 
l are trying to r6'!'lain involve:1 in t.1-ieir careers and have a family life"'· ,, 
': than before, they are not LL.--iaware of the difficulties such an 
�-
-�-
'' 1.11.dertaking entails. Bonar, W:l.tson and Loester (1982) studied the 
expectations of future f'.hysicians regardirg their plans to canbine 
marriage and career. Medical students were asked about their ideal 
e<p€Ctations and what they actually expe::t to occur on the subjects of 
marriage, children, incane and so forth. Significantly more w:inen 
than men experience:1 role strain (opentionalizecl by a difference 
between "ideal 11 expectations and "real" expectations) re:Jarding the 
P:,ssibility of marriag-e and occuµ3tion of spouse. In addition, nearly 
half the w:imen indicated role strain in relation to incane, location 
of practice, mmber of children, ard the �e they v.Duld like to be at 
the birth of their first child. Sex differences in real exf)eCtations 
in these areas were significant. Ideally, 44% of the wanen v.Duld 
interrupt their careers to rear children, 69% expect they actually 
Will. Male medical students are not quite as family oriented; seve1 
the 
pursue 
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.. ,cent would like to interrupt. their careers for children, five
�rcent expect to actually do so. 
Fortt.mately, few of the men or wome1 expected, ideally or 
actually, to interrupt their careers to acconmodate their spouses' 
:career, however, the role strain was still evident here. Ideally,
fiVe percent of the wanen would interrupt their pr03ress to help their 
·spouses' career; 10% of the me1 felt the same. Eighteen percent of
the wanen believed they will actually have to, while again 10% of the
·me1 believed they will. Wome1 expected to share equally with their
spouses the tasks of childcare, housework, yard\\Ork, home repair, and
· child expenses. The men did not expect to share equally on any of
these tasks, but expected to share less on childcare and housework,
and more on the ranaini11:J tasks (Bonar et al., 1982) •
'lhe me:lical stude1ts in a study by Ruhe and Salladay (1983) felt 
that gender was not relevant regardill:J frierrlship, but it was for sane 
\tthen considering a professional partnership. 'lhe predaninant response 
for men arrl wanen was that gender was not relevant (71% and 85%, 
respectively). Five percent of the wome1 and 3% of the me1 preferred 
a professional partnership with a wanan. A professional partnership 
With a man, however, was preferred by 11% of the women and 26% of the 
men. That one-quarter of the male stqdents stated a preference for a 
male professional partner may be related to their attitudes regarding 
motherhood arrl full-time medical practice. Significantly fewer men 
than \\Omen felt that a woman can adequately be both a full-time 
Physician arrl a wife and mother (37% versus 60%). The p:,ssible 
economic disadvantages of a partnership with a \\Oman practicing 
rt-time may be influencing these preferences. A majority of both 
_pa 
5
e;-:cs felt that a man could adequately fill the roles of full-time 
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itiysician, husband and father, however prop:>rtionately more v.t>men than 
.,._ 
,men were uncertain that this is i;.ossible (25% versus 17%) , perhaps 
reflecting a greater awareness of the Herculean task of taking on a 
,aenarrling profession and a family. 
Grant, ward, Brown and M:)ore (1987) found that expectations 
about family and career involve:nent differed little over the course of 
me:Ucal education. Medical students surveyed three times changed 
little in their plans to give equal balance to wUrk and family • 
• 
Jbwever, when asked about actual time commitment, students always 
.anticipated corrrnitting more time to their careers than to their hane 
.life. This tendency increased over time. Time commitment to home 
,life experienced a reciprocal reduction. rbwever, men always planned 
.on devoting more time to their careers than v.t>men, while v.t>men 
-anticipated more time in family pursuits than did men. 
Three quarters of the female students and faculty surveyed by 
.&adron, Witte, Axelrod, Greenberg, Aran, arrl Meitz (1982) disagreed 
-that female p-iysicians ¼ho spend long hours at YA'.)rk are neglecting 
:their resp:,nsibili ties to hane arrl family. Half of the male faculty, 
~nd 56% of both the male medical students and administrators disagreed 
,as well, which was a significant sex difference. In another study, 
:residents ~nd faculty were asked about the feasibility of combining 
-family and career in their own lives (Shapiro, 1982). Male 
''respondents had a significantly more negative attitude than did 
'females towards balancing family arrl career. Prop:>rtionately more of 
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- ,..,, ,,'/·ere married than the w:>men, so it is likely that the men were
!t)'le ['('le;.
• 
'
k�,...,., fran experience. At any rate, wan en have becane more
·spea 
�·.,, 
·
fide!'lt than men about their own ability to canbine me:Jicine,
_con 
. daye and family. Perhaps male students arrl faculty are unaware of- inar-
ttie 
sacrifices w:xnen are apparently willing to make, and so 
ur,:J.erestimate wanen' s de:;ree of ability an::! ccrrrni tment to medicine as
. a career.
Women may be held back by their own gender role socialization, 
- unable to give up certain activities that i,.,ould allow themselves to
achieve professionally without sacrificing their personal life.
symords, a psychiatrist counseling 11 superwanen" r:hysic ians describes a
patient vklo was on the faculty of a :ne:lical school and,
can?la ined bitterly that she soopped, prepared the meals, and did 
t."ie laundry while her husband, a successful lawyer, did not help 
her with these crores. When I aske:1 her wny she did not get 
danestic help (which they could afford), she said it w:>uld be too 
extravagant. After all, it was only the t'M:> of than, and besides, 
her :nether never had any help. 'Ihe fact that her mother was an 
une:focated wanan woo was a full-ti:ne rousewife did not seen to 
make any difference to this w::iman. (1983, p. 31) 
Ycgev (1981) SUJgests that beirg in charge of family vl:)rk le:;itimizes 
the career achievement of v.0men who were reared and socialized 
accordi:-g to traditional gender role sterotypes. Yot.rrg wanen and men 
today are currently undergoing a role exp:insion process that will 
�ss�bly lead to more egalitarian relationships at hane.
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·. � 
'Mien considering the concept of asymmetrically per:neable role 
oJu.rdaries for the 'M'.Jrk arrl family roles of men an::i wanen, fanale
fi1'i5icians seem to be likely candidates for experiencing the intrusion
of :amily resfX)nsibilities into their work role as detrimental to
their career progress. 'Ihe sex differences in the career and family 
life patterns of r;hysicians are consistent with this view. In 
addition, young male and female µi.ysicians appear to anticipate that 
their future professional arrl personal lives will follow the "cultural 
mandate," althou:::;h not without misgivings, and perraps not to the 
de:;ree Fhysicians of the past have. Therefore, a."1 investigation of 
the farnil y and w::irk roles of female and male p-1ysicians, where 
asyTir.1etrically perneable role boundaries seen to thrive, soould 
provide evidence for t.11e effects of this permeability. 'This study 
exanines one side of the perneable bourrlary, that which allowS family 
resr:x,nsibilities to intrude into �11e �rk role. 
In a stooy of w::irk arrl family roles of fhysicians, we can expect 
to find major sex differences. Women are likely to be be more heavily 
involved in the family role, men more involved in their profession. 
lbw1ever, there should be variation in the level of role immersion 
depending upon the age arrl sex of the Fhysician, whether the physician 
l'Bs children. Young �rnen of childbearing age may be more involved in 
the family role than older wanen, arrl yet may be equally involved in 
the ·�rk role, as younger w:,men, throU9h various coping strategies, 
outside help, ard a less traditional sp::>use, may more efficiently 
delegate their various resp:msibilities. tbwever, childless ...omen of 
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> 
If•'' i1r,y age may be more similar to each other in their level of 
I' :·,\nV'olVEment in both roles, and may also be more similar to men in 
?-:- ,. 
f!1;c 
~.·· ·r 1·nvolvement, than to ~men with children. < ...... 1 t, 1,.1,., 
Yourger male physicians may also be more involved in the family 
0 role than older men, al thou;h, again, the presence of children may be 
the major determinant of role involvement differences among men. It 
is unclear whether the \o.'Ork role of younger physicians will be as 
beal/Y or lighter than that of older physicians. As heavy, due to the 
still present pressure to achieve while young, or lighter in 
recognition of a career-oriented wife? In addition, does the 
~:, 
;, intrusion of the family role into the \o.'Ork role vary by sex and by 
'a;Je? 'Are yo urger men making more accorrrnodations than older men, 
· younger vKJmen less than older vKimen? To summarize, this study tests 
, the followirg hypotheses: 
la. W'.)men and men's family roles are different from each other, 
in that wan en are more involvoo in the family role than 
men. 
lb. 'lhere is an interaction between sex and age cohort that 
will affect the amount of involvement in the family role of 
men and 'M')!Uen. Younger men and ~men can be expected to be 
less involved, whereas men of the older groups may be 
equivalent. W'.)men of the middle age group can be expected 
to be the most heavily involvoo. 
2.a. Men will show greater ~rk role involvement than ~men. 
2b. There will be an interaction between sex and age cohort 
that will affect the amount of involvenent in the \o.'Ork role 
of men and wanen. Men of the t~ yourger cohorts can be 
expected to be similarly involved in ~rk, while me1 in 
their mid-40's and older may be decreasirg their efforts. 
A nBjative linear relationship is expected for ~men, i.e., 
decreasirq \o.'Ork role involvement with increasirg age. 
Ja. 'Ihe family role makes more intrusions into v.Dmen's v.Drk 
role than into men's ,;.,,:irk role. 
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Jb. 'Ihere is an interaction between sex and age cohort that 
will affect the amount of intrusions made by the family 
role into the v.Drk role of men and v.Dmen. 'Ihe greatest 
level of pemeability for wanen is expecte:l to be found in 
the youngest age cohort, when considerations about, if not 
act ual, family role demands are expecte:l to be at high 
levels. Permeability is hypothesized to greatest for men 
in the 36 to 45 year old age cohort, when both family and 
v.Drk role demands are expected to be at high levels. 
--
ME.'THOD 
'f.'":e sample of pediatricians for this study was drawn from the 
t,MA's Masterfile of Physicians. The sample of 3000 was ramanly 
stratified by sex and board certification, i.e., one-quarter of the
sample were non-board certi fi e:::l wanen, one-quarter were board 
certified w:::imen, and the other half was made up of similarly qualified 
men• Another specification for the sample was the exclusion of 
i:;eaiatric residents and retired pediatricians • 
. i'.1.fter one pr econ tact letter and four mail i n;s, 2,326 
pediatricians had resp::inde:::l. Several of those resp:mding proved to be 
:ully retired (169). Sane µ-iysicians were still in residency 
trainbg, or had left pediatrics or :ne:Hcine al together (37). In 
addition, 10 of the FOtential res?J,ndents were decease:::l. These 216 
�ysicians were considered to be out-of-scope. After adj us ting for 
::1e number of out-of-scope resFXJndents, the number of resFXJndents to 
be included in the analysis was 2110, a re5Ponse rate of 77.5%. 'Ihe 
::-esp:mse rates for the four stratified group;; were as follows: 71.1% 
::ir ncn-board certified w:imen, 82.5% for board certified w:::irnen, 71.2% 
,: 
�"Jr non-board certified men, and 85.3% for board certified men. Board 
'=ertified pediatricians may have been more likely to resp::ind because 
)fa deeper comnitrnent to the organization SPJ:nsorirg the 
'.lJ.,s ... 1· • h . "'�ad f . . · � ,._ onr.a1re, t e Pm en can n..- eny o Pediatrics. In addition, the
�.1estion:1a ire :!lay have been more interestirg to those whJ are board 
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subj e::::s 
,,,,_. 
-
I 
I 
: tified, while non-board certified pediatricans may have been more 
Men and wanen were approximately equally likely 
: respond, at 78.3% and 76.8%, respectively. 
The questionnaire (see Appendix A) was developed to measure 
,fareer barriers arrl facilitators, and therefore asks about board 
certification, marital status and family/oome camnitments, 
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,0rgani zation manbershi p arrl involvenent, importance of belon:J in:J to 
ineHcal organizations, and professional activities (e.g., hours and 
'weeks �rkerl in 1984, incane, career interruptions, arrl so forth). In 
addition, age, merlical school, year of graduation, and major 
:·professional activity (such as research or adninistration) were 
r variables that were supplied with the sample from the F>MA. 
Procerlure 
Each of the 3000 pediatricians in the sample was sent a 
precontact letter fran the /lrnerican kadeny of Perliatrics in Septanber 
of 1985 one week before the questionnaire was to be mail Erl. 'Ihe 
letter stresserl the importance of the survey, arrl urgerl the 
cooperation of the pediatricians. 01e week later, each pediatrician 
Was sent the questionnaire, a c01Ter letter sanewhat similar to the 
Precontact letter, and an kadeny addressed envelope in which to 
return the questionnaire. 
Four weeks after the first mailing of the questionnaire, a 
second mailin:J was sent to perliatricians woo had yet to res pond. This 
lllailing had an additional note, in bright orange paper, urging 
reach. 
iatricians "who were retired to please either return the 
�stionnaire marked "Retired," or to contact the kademy re.;iarding 
•·
retired sta tu.s • 
After anot..1ier four weeks, a third mailing went out with a 
letter. The fourth arrl last mail irg of the 
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:�estionnaire was in January of 1986. All during the mailing :f)eriod
. �--
'.�ttempts were made to contact pe:1iatricians woo had moved since the 
;� had last collected information from them. 
The returned arrl canpletErl questionnaires were cooed by three 
An interrater reliability check on 10% of the questionnaires 
at randan resul too in kappa coefficients (Cohen, 1960) 
ranging from • 93 5 to 1. 00 for the closed-ended questions, and • 660 to 
1.00 for the open-endej questions. 
ceders. 
selecta::1 
cover 
RESULTS 
This section first describes the general procedure used for 
' eestin:J Hyp::,theses la, 2a, and 3a, which concerne:1 sex differ enc es in 
J ily and v.0rk role involvanent and v.0rk role per-:neal:)ility, followed 
by a discussion of the analyses for Hypotheses lb, 2b, and 3b, which 
concerned the effects of age cohort and sex on role involvenent and 
r 
_,permeability. The procoo.ure for testirg each of the irdividual 
·hyp:,theses then follow::;. 
~-
'The first set of analyses rep:irted here tested t.1--ie hY?Ot..l-ieses 
'concernirg sex differences in family role involvsnent, work role 
· involvenent, and v.0rk role permeability using chi-squares and t-tests 
t 
t with sex as the independent variable. The second set of analyses 
L 
I 
! teste:l the effects of the interaction of sex arrl age cohort on family 
r 
' •· 
, role involvenent, work role involvenent and ~rk role permeability. 
The sample was divide1 into age cohorts as follows; those age 35 or 
Y01.U")ger, those 36 to 45, and those 46 or older. In addition to age 
Cohort and sex, the presence or absence of children •...ias also include::l 
as a"l independent variable. 'Ihe depende.'1t variables used in these 
anai Yses were aggr93"atEd so that rnul tivariate analyses could be use1 
to test the interactions. 1 This aggregation was acccmplished by 
transfonnirg irdividual variables relevant to fanil y role involvenent, 
½rk role involvenent and v.Drk role per:nabil i ty into E.-scores, 
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then sunming these groupings of �-scores to develop the interval 
fa1es of Family Role Involvenent, W:>rk Role Involvenent, and W:>rk 
· le Penneability. Analysis of variance testerl the impact of age,
,J x, and the presence or absence of children on the level of 
].nvolvenent in the t� roles, arrl on �rk role penneabili ty. If the 
teractions were significant, simple effects analyses were used to 
�arify the nature of the interactions. 
Res rrlents 
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�· 
'('- As mentioned in the Method section, 2110 pediatricians returned 
f, 
useable questionnaires. Response rates from men arrl wanen were 
'.approximately equal (78. 3% and 76. 8%, respectively) • 'lhe final sample 
Hncluded 1042 men and 1068 wanen. The average age of the men, 46, arrl 
£. 
�en, 41. 3, was significantly different, t (2108)=10. 35, p< .001. 'Ibis 
�cge difference between the male and female pediatricians of this 
� sanple is not an ananaly, as it reflects the rec ent influx of wanen 
lW· 
f into all ma:lical special ties. 'lhe distribution did, however, pose a
i 
problen in dividirg the sample into cohorts. Because of the 
predaninance of yet.mg female pediatricians, dividing the age 
distribution into cohorts with equal proportions of men arrl wanen was 
imp:>ssible. 'lhe cohorts chosen produca:1 the 1-east skewed prop:Jrtions 
of men arrl wanen, alth:H.gh the cohorts still reflect significant 
differences in age, x2 (2,N=2110)=100.0 2, p<.0001 (T able 1). 
Because of traditional expectations of maternal involvenent in 
the family, the presence of children was hyp:Jthesi za:1 to exert a 
strorger influence on the female pediatricians' ,;,,ork and family role 
¢,le 1 
percentage of Men and W:>men in the 'Ihree ~ Cohorts 
--
Men vbmen 
~ Cohort 
· < 35 21.0 30.3 
{219) a (324) 
36 to 45 33.1 44.6 
(345) (476) 
46 + 45.9 25.1 
(478) (268) 
100 100 
· ,,~e mmber of resfX)ndents is given. in parentheses. 
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'iO\"
cl·.;enent arrl vKlrk role per:neability than on male pe:1iatricians' 
:·inv
olvene1t and permeability. ½ost of the pediatricians were p=3rents 
_:(B
6.9% of t:-ie men, 74.9% of the wanen), but there w-as a greater
!
p:3
rcentage of vKlmen than me1 who were childless in the 36 to 45 year
' 
told age cohort, -X.
2 {1,I:!=921)=4.52, _E<.05, and in the 46 or older age
� cohort, X2 (l ,N=746)=61. ll, £< .0001 (see Table 2).i: 
The analyses and results for each of the hypotheses will now be 
�. 
, 
f 
discussoo, each followe:1 by a sLmnary concernirg the overall rejection 
or acceptance of the particular hypothesis. 
sex Differences in Family Role Involvenent - - --
Hypothesis la: Wanen and men's family roles are different from 
each other, in that YKlmen are more involved in the family role 
than men. 
Variables that were used to o:perationalize aspects of the family 
role for this hypothesis were: marital status, res?Jnsibility for 
r.orne chores, the nu:nber of children, and responsibility for childcare. 
These variables assesse:::l whether the proiatrician was sirgle, marrie-J, 
or or.ce-married, and whether the pediatrician had resp:msibil i ty for 
iouse'M:lrk ard childcare, or if these tasks were dele;atej to others. 
L1 adc i tion to t.11.e mrnber of children, approximate age of non-adult 
�hi:::ren was available (i.e., yourger than cqe six, ard ages six to
13). 'Ihe literature on family w:irk has su:;gested that heavier family 
role involvenent is associate::1 with the presence af Yol..ln3 c:1ildren at 
:Orne br both men and women. Family role involvenent then, ccrnld 
:art]e fran bei113 sirgle am childless, ,...n_ t� no res;:onsibli ty for 
�  
of Men and W:>men in the 'Ihree � Cooorts with 01ildren
f Men Wom� t:!92- Cohort
I < 35
i · 36 to 45
,_._' 
( 46 + ,,, .  
:, 
65.8 
(144) a
87.8 
(303) 
95.8 
(458) 
100 
62.7 
(203) 
82.1 
(391) 
76.9 
(206) 
100 
'½he nunber of respondents is given par-ent...11eses. 
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.; 
'tx>use"'°rk, to being married with children under age six and 
i respansibili ty for both oousework am childcare. 
~ Sex differences in marital status and responsibility for home 
',.t crPres were examinro with chi-squares. The fX)ssible categories of 
'l\iarital status were "married," "single," "divorced," or "widowed" 
]J\' . . . 
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rf.\;' (Table 3). Male perl1atnc1ans were more likely to be married than 
~(~61 , x2 (3,N=2102)=56.Sl, p<.0001; hov1ever, this could be a result of 
'&t:'i;>; iii their disprofX)rtionately older age, as older pediatricians were 
'',fffr significantly more likely to be marrierl than the youf)3'er cohorts, 
:J; x.2(2,~=2102)=8. 01, p< .OS. Women were twice as likely to be divorced 
!J\t· 
;(4[:" than the men, possibly a reflection of the greater strain felt by 
" 
,-\~; 
}i{ professional wanen universally in tryif)3' to maintain a danandi113 
•~C~S:' 
career, marriage, and fX)ssibly a family. Women were also twice as 
likely than men to be sif)3'le, which may be an acknowled:3anent of the 
p:,tential strain of canbining marriage and career and/or a result of 
their yoU[)3'er age. 
Al thoi..qh the resfX)ndents were provided with several p::,ssible 
alternatives that best representro their musework arra113anents, for 
simplicity these categories were collapsed into "self," "sfX)use," 
"other family member," "µ3id help," and "other." The majority of 
"-timen were in charge of house',,,t>rk in their households, while men were 
more likely to be able to delegate this resfX)nsibility to their 
5!-0uses (Table 4). Women were much more likely than men to hire 
outside help to take on these chores (32.5% vs. 13.7%), 
X2(4,n=2045)=1104.87, p<.0001. 
- -
Men ltbmen 
90.4 78.7 
(938) a (837) 
-. Sit1jle 6.2 13.3 
(64) (141) 
. Divorced 3.1 6.3 
(32) (67) 
Widowed .4 1.8 ' ( 4) ( 19) 
100 100 
¾he nl.lmber of resr::ordents is given in parent.1eses. 
113.ri ta::.. Status Category 
' ~ Status 
' ~ r,arried 
t-- b' .,. t. r �� 
,�;rcer.tace of Home Oiore Responsibility of Men and hbmen . fe:l ,._ .::::.:..::-:-- - - - -- --�-----
Men hbmen 
8.3 55.l
(85) a (565)
72.0 2.9 
(734) (3 a) 
• Other :amil y menber .4 3.1 
(4) (32) 
Paic :ielp 13.7 32 .. 5 
(140) (333) 
Other 5.5 6.4 
(56) (66) 
100 100 
a 
The nLinber of respondents is given in parentheses.
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r 
~-. 
·~s~:isibili ty 
--,. 
,Self 
5p:,use 
_?... t-test was used to examine the sex di ffere.'1ces in the mrnber
- r cdlcren. Male f:€d_iatricians had significantly more children than
. Q; 
'.,aid :e1ale pe::Hatricia.ns, on average l":avi::g 2.5 children, ccrnpared to
·:,'
th
e ::..8 children of female i;::ediatricians, .!:_( 2084)=11. 08, :p< .oo:.. 'Ihe
· awcoxi:nate age of children younger t.1.an age 14 was gaU:Joo by creati:1g
: tw:> new variables tbat countoo whether resp::indents answeroo questions
',egacding childcare arrangenents for children younger than ag-e six, 
_:" and/or children ag oo six to 13. 'I'hese variables cannot tell us how 
_ ma.,y childre!1 are b these age gr::,ups, but they can tell us how many 
rnE!'l. arc wanen have child.ren of these ages. Chi-squares were used t:J 
a.scer<:ain v.het.'-ler r:ten and �nen differed in their parental stage, 
firs: bcludirg all men am wanen, ard secord includirg orJ y �rents. 
O;erall, women were more likely than t.'-le :nen to have childrer: younger 
L'lan age six, X2 (1,N=l978)=11.3�, 1?_<.001 (Table 5). Considering 
r.:e.rent.s only, significantly more of the mothers had children yo1J11ger 
t."1an age six, x2 (1,N=1587)=39.97, £_<.0001, and children between t..11e 
a::ies :of six anc 13, x2 (1,�=l629)=13.82, £_<.COl (Table fi). 'Ihe 
ma:ority of fathers, conversely, had children over ag-e 13. 'r."lerefore, 
alt'.'"'()Jgn wanen had significantly fewer chi2. dren than did the men, they 
·..ere c:-,ore likely to have children b ag-e groups dena.'1ding f.'l.ore ti:ne
arc atte.'1t:.o:1. This is, no doubt, partially a result ::>f t:1e you�er
age ·::i·.,.erall of female P=diatricians, as pediatricians of the t"-r.D
'()u:-t:Jer cohorts were significant:2.y nore li�ely � have children
101.:nger :.han age 13 than did t.11e older cohort, -X.2 (2,�=1705)==872.67, 
P<:. '.)r·r, - ,.J .,,_ .. 
per::entage of Men and 1.-bnen in the Total Scunple with Young Olildren 
-
!!E. c': Children 
< 6 
6 to 13 
Men 
36.8 
(357) a 
36.7 
(3 71) 
44.3 
( 44 7) 
38.9 
(393) 
a'Ihe number of respor,dents is given in parentheses. 
b / 
i!:9! � Children.;. 
< 6 
�:-
6 to 13 
Men 
42.7 
(356) a
42.4 
(371) 
romen 
58.8 
( 443) 
51.8 
(391} 
a.n,e nunber of resp::inder.ts is given in :p3rentheses. 
EB 
~ of Men and hbme-i Parents with Young Children 
Finally, responsibility for childcare was assessed. Several 
r,hi Heare arran:;enent alternatives were provided ( see Question 10, 
l 
f APpendix A), but these alternatives were collapsed into "self," 
["sfX)use," "other familymenber," "F,aid help," and 
r "other." Oli-squares were u.sed for childcare arrangenents for 
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( children younger than age six, and for children between age six and 13 
( (Table 7). As with responsibility for oousehold chores, there were 
[significant differences in childcare responsibility between men and 
( wanen, both for those with children youn:;er than age six, 
lx.2(4,N=804)=391.59, p<.0001, and for those with children aged six to 
\ - -
[ 13, x2 (4,N=764)=453. 73, p< .0001. Male pediatricians again were more 
[; able to rely on their spou.ses to provide childcare for their children. 
l Wanen with very yourg children heavily relioo on hired help, arrl were 
l three times more likely to have utilized this resource than were men. 
i l, A surprisirg mrnber of wanen were responsible for the childcare of 
their school aged children (22.6%), implying that these '-t.1:)men were 
, managirg their '-t.1:)rk schedules in such a way that allowoo then to be 
r 
, oome when t,.11eir children returned from school in the afternoon. 
,, Fathers of school age children were also more likely than were fathers 
, of very young children to provide childcare, al though not to the 
, degree that the wanen did. 
Summary. 'Inese analyses present t'-t.1:) different pictures of men 
~and v.timen's involvenent in the family role. 01 the one hand, women 
'were less likely than men to be marrioo, arrl had, on average, fewer 
Children than did the men. 01 the other hand, men, married or not, 
, 'were much less likely to be in charge of muse'MJrk. In addition, men 
Parents 
Men W::>men 
< 6 6 - 13 < 6 
.6 1.6 2.9 
(2)a (6) (13) 
69.2 78.7 3.6 
(247) (292) (16) 
Other family member 2.2 4.3 11.6 
(8) (16) (52) 
24.6 9.2 76.1 
(88) (34) (340) 
Other 3.4 6.2 5.8 
(12) (23) (26) 
100 100 lOO 
~ ¾-ie nunber of resp:mdents is given in parentheses. 
I 
[" 
r 
6 - 13 
22.6 
(89) 
4.8 
(19) 
17.8 
(70) 
48.1 
(189) 
6.6 
(26) 
Ioo 
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� re less likely than women to be in paren_tal stages that involved 
18rge amounts of personal investment, althoU:Jh a surprisi113 nlltlber of 
�en and women parents did have young children. Finally, of parents of 
:_childra1 you03er than age 13, wanen were more likely to be responsible 
for childcare, especially in the case of school aged children. Men 
:�ere much more likely to depen:1 upon a spouse for their childcare 
,arranganents, whereas women utilized paid child care workers more, for 
1 whan a certain amount of personal responsibility is required for 
hiring and managanent. 'lhus, overall it appears that indeed, female 
L,e11atricians were more personally involve! in the fanily role than 
[male pediatricians. 
�El� Differences in Family R>le Involvana1t 
Hypothesis lb. '!here is an interaction between sex and age 
cohort that will affect the amount of involvanent in the family 
role of men and women. Younger ma1 and women can be expected to
be less involved, whereas men of the two older groups may be 
equivalent. W::>men of the middle age group can be expected to be
the most heavily involved. 
Several transfonnations of the same dependent variables used to 
test Hypothesis la were necessary in order to use these variables to 
create an additive scale. Marital status was collapsed into "married" 
and "not marrierl." Responsibility for oousework an:1 the two childcare 
responsibility measures were collapsed into "self" and "not self" 
(therefore, those who were childless, had children older than 13, or 
Were not directly responsible for childcare fell into "not self"). 
The new variables that detennined the presence of children six or 
Younger, or six to 13, were already dichotomous. 'lhe interval level 
' \. 
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ariable cotmtirg the nunber of children was left tmtrans formErl. 
ese variables were then transfonnErl into _!-scores and were surrmErl 
to9ether to fonn a scale to assess family role involvenent. 'lhe first 
scale, canpri sErl of all se.ren of the variables, failErl to achie.re an 
acceptable level of internal consistency (Cronbach' s ali:tia equal to 
,3978) • Subsequent deletion of the musework variable arrl the two 
childcare responsibility variables increased internal consistency, 
raisirg Cronbach' s alpha to .5666. The musework variable was 
negatively correlated with four of the six other variables being 
consider Erl for this scale, arrl only 95 pa:liatricians were directly 
responsible for childcare. It appeared that these three variables 
were not appropriate for measurirg fanily role involvenent for this 
sample. 'lhe resulting scale, consisting of the marital status 
variable, the nunber of children, arrl the presence of yourg children 
did not appear to measure role involvanent in the family, and thus was 
considered to be a scale measuring potential Family Demands. 
Prior to analyzirg Family Denarrls by sex arrl age cohort, the 
scale was assessed for hom03eneity of variance. 'lhe three age cohorts 
were not equivalent in variation. Hypothesizirg that one sex may have 
been resporrling to the scale differently from the other, hom03eneity 
of variance was again testErl, this time separately for each sex. 
ltimen in the three age cohorts responded in a hom03eneous fashion, but 
men did not. Further analysis re.realed that the responses of the men 
of the youngest age cohort had the greatest variance. Why yotmger men 
were more heter03eneous in their level of Family Danarrls than older 
lllE!'l, or than similarly agErl women is tmclear. Perhaps, canpared to 
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fenale pediatricians who may enter parental status more 
gingerly, young male :pediatricians, most not directly resp:msible for 
~hildcare, may start families more readily. In other 'WOrds, yo1..1n9 
'i male pediatricians may be either single and childless, or married with 
,, ' 
, a few children uooer the age of six, thus increasirg the variation to 
Family Demands scale. 
Analysis of variance was then used to test Hypothesis lb. All 
three of the iooependent variables-sex, age cohort aoo presence of 
children-had significant main effects (Table 8). N::lt unexpectedly, 
havirg children raises one's Family Denaoos, F(l,2068)=2688.76, 
,E<-001, as does being in the 36 to 45 year old age cohort, 
f(2,2068)=126.34, p<.001. Men, however, had a higher Family Demands 
score than did t,,,t)men, F(l,2068)=12.32, p<.001. Contrary to Hypothesis 
lb, there was no significant age cohort by sex interaction (Figure 1). 
As expected, your:ger men aoo wanen were relatively uninvolved, but 
women of the oldest age cohort were the least involved of all six 
groups. Men in the 36 to 45 year old age cohort had the highest 
Family Demands score. Men of the oldest age group maintained scores 
above the mean. There was a significant interaction between presence 
of children and age cohort, ~( 2, 2068) =14.12, p< .001. Parents in the 
36 to 45 year old cohort experience an increase in Family Demands, 
While their childless peers experience a decrease (Figure 2). 
Examining the whole picture with all three independent variables 
(Figure 3) p:)ints out the obvious aoo definite effect of the presence 
of children, and the less strong effect of age cohort, on Family 
Denaoos. Clearly, men with children are no different fran wanen with 
ifabl e 8 
of Family Demands
Mean 5::or
es 
� � Qi'ld t
pr
esenc� � 1 ren, ar.d �
·;,,---
l < 35 
! . , Men :'bma-i 
i presen:::e of 
(� , C 1. ·-
No children -3.86 -3. 83
Children 1.50 1.03 
Broken 
Colurt 
36 
Men 
-4. 25 
1. 71
D:iv-.n £}:'. Sex , 
to 45 46 
:'bmen Men 
-4. 22 -3. 88
1.46 • 26
+ 
W::imen 
-4. 52
-.15
!'bte. Higher scores indicate higher mean Family D2IT'iands. 
/ .'...., 
Total 
-4. 06 
• 94
1 
0 
-1 
36-45 
Age Cohort 
46+ 
... Men 
-a- Women 
Figure 1: Family Demands scores, sex by age cohort. 
-
75 
2 
0 
-2
-4
�35 36-45
Age Cohort 
Figure 2: Family Demands scores, presence of 
children by age cohort. 
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,Q Children 
No Children 
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46+ 
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.. 
• 
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0 
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........ • 
• • ... .
--9- Men w/o children
•.. 
• -ti - -II- Men with children
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IJ 
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Figure 3: Family Demands scores, sex by presence 
of children by age cohort. 
... 'C 
46+ 
--0- Women w/o
children 
- C- Women with
children
i 
.. 
g 
:children when considering family obligations, at least as they are
;
111
easured here. Increasirg age for these parents brirgs about a 
, 1essening of family obligations. 
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Sumnary. Hypothesis lb cannot be supported, based on the 
' analysis of variance of the Family Demands scale. 'Ihe majority of the 
. i terns of the Fc111ily Demarrls scale related in sane way to the presence 
of children, so it is not entirely surprising that the scale responded 
. so strorgly to the independent variable that also measured the 
presence of children. A more varied and encanpassing scale measuring 
fanily role involvement may have produced different results. 
Sex Differences in W:>rk Role Involvement ----- ---
Hypothesis 2a. Men will show greater work role involvement than 
wanen. 
Dependent variables that were used to measure involvement in the 
�rk role included: number of h:>urs worked in the most recent 
canplete work week, number of weeks w:,rked in 1984, nunber of patients 
seen in the most recent canplete week of practice, board 
certification, manbership in the AAP, manbership in a chapter of the 
MP, manbership in another medical society, nllnber of meetirgs 
attended of these three organizations in 1984, canmittee membership or 
holdirg an office in these organizations, future conmi t:rnent to
Ilediatrics, incane, type of practice, present employment, and major 
Professional activity. The information yielded fran the analyses of 
these variables describe the pediatrician's involvement in career 
etlhancirg activities (certification, organizational involvement), 
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productivity, and relative status within merlicine (type of practice, 
present enplo�ent, and major professional activity}. A perliatrician 
fullY involverl in the t,A'.)rk role could be one who is certified, active 
'
in professional organizational activities, t,A'.)rks long h:>urs, ts not 
p1anning on leaving pediatrics, is an administrator in a teaching 
ix,spi tal arrl earns an incane comnensurate with such a practice. A 
1ess involved pediatrician could be a non-board certified, 
'near-retirenent practitioner, working part-time for a governnent 
:clinic, without menbershi p in a professional organization. Cbviousl y,
manY pennutations of involvenent in the work role exist. 
'lhese variables can be grouped into three different aspects of 
the t,A'.)rk role: productivity, prestige, arrl practice type. All three 
, of the produ:::tivity variables-hours and weeks t,A'.)rked, and m.mber of 
! 
[ p!tients seen--were exarninerl for sex differences (Table 9}. Here it 
is obvious that male pediatricians worked a significantly longer week 
(51 vs. 42 oours} , t,A'.)rked more weeks per year (48 vs. 46 weeks} arrl 
saw many more patients per week than did female pediatricians ( 112 
vs. 77 patients} • 
'lhe prestige variables, such as board certification, future 
Carmi t::rnent to perliatrics arrl incane, were analyzerl with chi-squares. 
Men and t,A'.)men were not different in board certification rates (64.0% 
of men, 62. 6% of wanen} , which is not true of the perliatrician 
�Plllation as a whole (Roback et al., 1986}. 'Ibis variable was used 
to stratify the sample arrl therefore overestimates the number of board 
Certified women. Men were significantly more likely than t,A'.)men to 
bave staterl that they will be leaving the practice of perliatr ics in 
';'able 9 
:•teans and Star.dard Deviations of I-burs :,'b~.<-<ec rer ·t,eek, 
--- -- --
weeks W::Jrked per Year, and ~ber of Patient Visits per 
- --
Week of Men and W::Jme. 
------
!burs/Week 
M 
SD 
n 
Weeks/Year 
M 
SD 
n 
Visits/Week 
M 
SD 
n 
Men 
50. 8 
14.0 
1028 
47 .9 
44. 4 
1035 
112. 3 
65.5 
914 
a 
, t(2074)=13.61, p<.001 
;:I(2066)=7.65, p<.001 
-~(1801)=12.75,-p_<.001 
W:lme. 
15. 6 
1048 
8.8 
1035 
51.6 
889 
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t·tJle near future (18.7% vs. 10.5%), X2 (1,E!=2022)=26.16, p<.0001. 'Ihis 
C"'cld be an artifact of the age difference, i.e., there were more male 
pe:3iatricians near retirement age than female pediatricians, and older 
peaiatricians were significantly more likely to be planning on leaving 
pediatrics, X2 (2,N=2022)=151.51, p<.0001. 
Female pediatricians were overrepresented in the lower 
cate::1ories of incane and vastly underrepresented in the higher 
,":; 2 
>~categories, X (5, N=2070)=263. 06, p< .0001 (Table 10). Women were twice 
~ - -
:,.'ias likely as men to be earning less than $60,000 annually, and 
;•,, 
one-third as likely to be earnirg over $100,000. This is not entirely 
surprising considering the fewer hours W)rked and patients seen by the 
The lower incane may also be a reflection of the age 
difference, in that many of these W)men may still have been in the 
,; lower echelons of medicine simply due to their relative inexperience, 
and, not unexpectedly, younger pediatricians earned less income than 
did older pediatricians, X2 (2,N=2070)=177.80, ,E<.001. 
The prestige variables of membership in professional 
organizations were combined to form an interval level variable by 
surrming the mmber of organizations (Jlmerican Pcademy of Pediatrics, a 
chapter of the Jlmerican Pcademy of Pediatrics, and other medical 
societies) any one respondent belo~s to, with a minimum of zero and a 
ma:dmun of three. The same process was used with comni ttee manbership 
in these organizations, again with a minimum of zero and a maximun of 
three. The number of meetirgs attended of these three organizations 
were summed to give an overall meeting attendance score. All three of 
these variables were analyzed for sex differences usi~ t-tests. 
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Table 10 
Percentage of ~ and W:)men in ~ Level of Incane 
Men W:>men 
Incane 
< 40 12.1 31. 7 
(124)a (331) 
40 to 60 20.7 33.7 
(212) (352) 
60 to 80 25.7 19.3 
(264) (202) 
80 to 100 17.3 7.2 
c1 n> (75) 
100 to 120 12.3 5.1 
(126) (53) 
> 120 12.0 3.0 
(123) (31) 
100 100 
Note. Incane is presented in th:>usands of dollars. 
a'nle nunber of respondents is given in parentheses. 
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Seventeen percent of the respondents did not answer the series 
�f organizational manbership questions. The assunption was made that 
if a respondent had belonge:l to an organization or belonge:l to a 
�>';:• 
she w:>uld have state:l as much, arrl therefore _a 
interpreted as meaning the respondent did not belong 
'to an organization or a comni ttee. Similarly, not stating oow many 
meetings of these organizations were attende:l was interpreted as 
meaning that no meetings were attend.Erl. Table 11 soows the means arrl 
:standard deviations for these three variables, as well as the results 
· of the t-tests. The differ enc es were not large, yet men were
' significantly more involve:l in these organizations than were
wanen; they belonge:l to more, were menbers of more ccmnittees within 
f the organizations, and attende:l more meetings. 
! The practice type variables, which included major professional 
activity, type of practice and present employment, were analyzed using 
chi-squares. The latter tw:> were regroupe:l as both variables have 
mrnerous response categories. Seven categories of the type of 
practice variable were groupe:l into an "other" category {6.4% of the 
total sample fell into this category), leaving "direct patient care," 
"adninistration," "me:lical teaching," and "me:lical research." Present 
anployment was grouped into eight categories: "solo practice," 
"partnership/arranganent," "group practice," "me:lical school," 
"non-goverrmental oospital," "goverrment agency," "no classification," 
and "other." 
0 
f c,armi ttee, he or 
lm-response was 
.,; 
r ~ ~ 
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. '!'able 11
!1!an,e 
� Standard Deviations of N.nnbers of Professional Organization
Mefflbershit:3, Committee Memberships, and Meetings Attended -
Organization manbership 
M 
SD 
n 
Committee menbership 
M 
SD 
n 
Meetings attende:j 
M 
SD 
n 
a 
�(2108)=6. 73, E,< .001 
J.(2108)=6.87, E,< .001 
!(2108)=3 .84, E_<.001 
Men 
1.96 
1.01 
1042 
.45 
.69 
1042 
4.31 
s.78
1042 
1.05 
1068 
1068 
s. 76
1068 
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'!he pattern of sex differences within these three variables is 
Table 12 presents the prop:,rtions of men and wanen in the 
ght different categories of major professional activity used by the 
-~ Men were much more likely to state their major professional 
•,. tivity as being office-based than ~men were, X2 (7,N=2110)=66.59, 
.0001. Women, on the other hand, were more likely than men to be 
1-time hospital staff manbers, teaching or conducting research, or 
The significant differences in type of practice (Table 13) 
,h,w almost identical results, x.2 (4,l!,=2110)=38. 88, .E,< .0001. 
The employment situations of these men and ~men follow the same 
fene (Table 14). Men were much more likely to be in a office 
~actice situation (solo, partnership or arrang,anent, and group) than 
!were wanen. Wanen, conversely, were much more likely to find 
~. 
~selves ~rking as hospital staff, working for a local, state or 
~ [fooeral agerx::y, or in a situation that defies classification, 
ft, 
x,2(7,N=2110)=135. 70, p< .0001. Relative experience does not explain 
'these practice differences, for female pediatricians are significantly 
less likely than male pe::Hatricians to be in an office practice 
'situation in all three age groups. 'llle differences in practice 
arrarge:nents and location do, h::>wever, partially explain the sex 
differences in the productivity variables. v.orking hours are more 
likely to be limited in the settirgs where wanen are overrepresented, 
SIX:h as on a hospital staff or with government agencies. 
Surrmary. These results suggest that men were more involved in 
the 1,,,t>rk role than were M:>men. Men ~rked more hours per week and 
-'eeks per year, arrl saw more patients than wanen did. fut 
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fable 12 
percentage of Men and W:>men .!!!. ~ Ma.jor Professional 
-
ktivity 
Men W::>men 
Pctivit:X: 
-
office based 80.3 67.3 
(837) a (719) 
Fulltime oospital staff 8.2 14.6 
(85) (156) 
Adnini stration 3.3 2.1 
(34} (22) 
Medical teaching 1.3 3.1 
(14) (33) 
Me:1ical research 3.6 5.1 
(37) (54) 
Inactive 1.5 4.6 
(16) (49) 
l-bt classified 1.6 2.3 
(17) (25) 
other .2 .9 
(2) (10) 
100 100 
a'Ihe nl.l!lber of respondents is given in parentheses. 
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'!'able 13 
percentage of Men and W:,men ,ey 'fype of Practice 
-
Men Women 
~ of Practice 
Direct patient care 88.1 80.8 
(918) a (863) 
Adninistration 3.3 2.1 
(34) (22) 
MEdical teaching 1.3 3.1 
(14) (33) 
MEdical research 3.6 5.1 
(37) (54) 
Other 3.7 9.0 
(39) (96) 
100 100 
a'Ihe number of resp::mdents is given in parentheses. 
Table 14 
_!'ercentage of Men and W:lmen by Employment Arrangenent
Men W:lmen 
Employment Arrar:9enent 
Solo 27.6 19.7
(288)
a (210)
Partnership/arran:Janent 18. l 8.5 
(189) (91) 
Group practice 22.2 16.5 
(231) (176) 
Medical school 7.1 9.6 
(74) (103) 
Non-gov't hospital 7.6 13.2 
(79) (141) 
Gov' t agency 6.6 12.8 
(69) (137) 
No classification 9.5 14. 7
(99) (157)
Other 1.2 5.0 
(13) (53) 
100 100 
a 'The mmber of respondents is given in parentheses. 
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5 :1rprisingly, their incanes were higher. Men were more involved in 
professional organizations, denonstratirg a greater desire or 
ol!f-X>rtunity to spend time in career enhancing activities. Finally, 
rn~• ~ere more likely to be found in more prestigious practice 
arrangenmts than vYOmEn, concentrating on direct patient care in more 
"typical" private practice arrargenents, whereas wanen were more 
likely to find themselves affiliated with teaching and non-government 
·hospitals, or workirg for a goverrment agerx::y. These practice 
differences may be partially explained by the age difference, as 
opportt.mi ties for entry into private practice have decreased in recent 
years, forcing young pediatricians of both sexes to practice medicine 
for an enployer. Even so, more male pediatricians than fenale 
pediatricians, in even the yomgest age cohort, were in solo, 
partnership or group practices. Wanen may be more attracted to 
~~ployment in areas where there is geater control over the hours 
worked, such as with a hospital. Wanm were more likely to express a 
ccrnmitmmt to pediatrics for the near future, which su::,gests a greater 
involvemmt in the work role. This greater corrmitment may also be the 
result of the age difference, since there were fev.1er women than men 
nearirg retirenent age. 
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sex EX ~ Differences in W:>rk Role Involvenent 
-- Hypothesis 2b. There is an interaction between sex and age 
cohort that will affect the amount of involvenent in the work 
role of men and 'M)men. Men of the two younger cohorts can be 
expecte:l to be similarly involvoo in work, while men in their 
mid-40's and older may be decreasing their efforts. A n93ative 
linear relationship is expecte:l for wanen, i.e., decreasi~ work 
role involvenent with increasing age. 
A scale assessill:3' W:>rk Role Involvenent was developed in the 
same manner as the scale for Family Demands. The productivity 
variables-oours aoo weeks worke:l, aoo the number of P3tients 
seen--were left as interval level variables, as was the technically 
ordinal variable of incane. Membership in professional organizations 
and committee menbership, originally dichotomous variables, were used 
as interval 1 evel variables, transforme:l as discussoo in the above 
section for Hypothesis 2a. l'llmbers of various meetings attendoo were 
surrme:l into a variable assessin] the total number of professional 
organization meetings attended. The board certification and future 
comni trnent to pediatrics variables, both dichotanous, were left 
unmodified. 
Altholl:3'h the practice type variables can denonstrate sex 
differences in prestige of practice type, and therefore a level of 
commitment, these variables do not lend themselves easily as measures 
of \.vOrk role involvenent, aoo therefore were not be includoo in the 
analysis of Hypothesis 2b. 
These nine variables were then transformed into z-scores and 
StJ.mme:l, creating the scale W:>rk Role Involvenent. With the deletion 
of the variable assessill:3' future carrnitrnent to pe:liatrics, the 
-
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resulting scale attained an acceptable Cronbach's alfha equal to 
.6256. Hanogeneity of variance was then testErl. As with the Family 
Demands scale, the three age cohorts were not equivalent in variation, 
the oldest group exhibiting the most variation. Separating the a:;1e 
coh::>rts by sex, homogeneity of variance was again tested. Both men 
and wanen in the oldest age groups had the greatest variation in their 
responses to W:>rk Fble Involvanent, the V'ft>men particularly so. 
Suspecting that this source of variation may have been due to the 
effect of impending retirement amon.:J the older pediatricians of this 
age coh::>rt, the age cohort was split into two more age groui.JS, those 
aged 46 to 55, and those older than 55. Again homogeneity of variance 
was assessErl by age cohort and sex. Men of the these two older groups 
did not differ in variation; however, the difference in variance for 
the wan en approachErl significance. In terestin;Jl y eno u;Jh, the wan en 
older than a:;1e 55 had a higher mean W:>rk Fble Involvement score than 
did the wanen a:;1e 46 to 55, a difference that was marginally 
significant (the men had mean scores in the opposite direction). It 
is possible that the older wanen were less encunberErl by family 
responsibilities than the \oA:>men age 46 to 55, as there was a trend 
that indicatErl that they were less likely to be marriErl than the 
younger ~en (55% vs. 75%). At any rate, this difference within the 
age cohort of 46 and older wanen may account for the hetero:Jeneity of 
variance among the three age cohorts overall. 
Analysis of variance was then usErl to test Hypothesis 2b. 
lhlike the testing of Hypothesis lb, the presence of children did not 
have a significant main effect, alth::>u;Jh there was a main effect of 
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; sex, F(l,1779)=231.94, £<.001, and of age cohort, F(2,1779)=38.52, 
· _e< .001 (Table 15). Chee again, the expected interaction between sex 
and age cohort did not prove to be significant (see Figure 4). '!here 
was a significant interaction between the preseoce of children and sex 
variables \'tlich appears to indicate that the presence of children 
affe:::ts men arrl wanen' s work role involvenent in opposite dire:::tions, 
F(l, 1779)=54. 34, £< .001 (Figure 5). Cell wise canparisons of W:>rk 
-
Role Involvenent of men and women with children, and of women with 
children arrl wanen witoout children are presented in Table 16. W:>rk 
Pole Involvanent of fathers is significantly higher than that of 
mothers. The level of W:>rk Role Involvanent of childless wanen, 
althot;gh below avenge, is still higher than the involvenent of 
mothers. Figure 6 presents the full analysis, with all three 
independent variables. 'Ihe presence of children exacts very different 
effe:::ts on the work role involvanent of men arrl wanen. Male 
pediatricians appear to be operating as traditional breadwinners, 
workirg harder than all the other group;. Fenale pediatricians with 
children, conversely, are left far behind, approaching non-parent 
Pe:'iiatricians in level of W:>rk Role Involvenent only in the oldest age 
cohort. Male and female pediatricians \'tlo are childless are virtually 
irrlistirguishable. 
Surrmary. Al tholJ:Jh the expected interaction between sex and age 
cohort was not present, the interaction between sex and the presence 
of children bears sane comnent, espe:::ially in light of the results of 
the testing of Hypothesis lb in which men and woma1 with children were 
fouoo not to be different in their level of Family Denands. The fact 
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Table 15 
~an, Scores of~~ Involvenent Broken I:k>wn !?Y Sex, 
Presence of Children, !!!!, ~ Choo rt 
< 35 36 to 45 46 + 
Men W:)[l\el Men W:>men Men W:>men 'lbtal 
Preserx:e 2! 
Children 
No childrm -1.21 -1.26 -.35 .27 -.06 -.08 -.60 
Childrm .41 -3.11 2.05 -1.49 2.28 -.85 .23 
N::>te. Higher scores indicate higher mean W:>rk Pele Involvenent. 
3 
~35 36-45 
AgeCohon 
Figure 4: Work Role Involvement scores, sex by 
age cohort. 
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'fable 16 
� and Standard Deviations of li.brk Ible Involvane-it of � 
� W:,me-i with Olildre-i, and li.bme-i with Olildren and Olildless W:>men 
W:>rk Ible Involvane-it 
M SD 
Men with children (n=795) 1.90 a 3.61 
wane-i with children (n=669) -1.75 4.06 
rbme-i without children (n=213) -.52 b 3.62 
wane-i with children (n=669) -1.75 4.06 
�- Higher scores indicate more �rk role involvane-it. 
�(1462)=18.16, .e.< .001 
!(8 0)=3.94, .e.<-001 
3 
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Figure 6: Work Role Involvement scores, sex by 
presence of children by age cohort. 
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that here these two groups are extremely dissimilar in their level of 
W:,rk Role Involvement SU:Jgests that the Family Danarrls scale was 
deficient in measuring potential time and effort consuning activities 
that can be involved with family life, arrl that may be taken on more 
bY one sex than the other. At any rate, these analyses indicate that 
the prcrluctivity difference between men arrl wanen, arrl other 
differences associated with work life for J;ilysicians, are not solely 
the result of sex differences. Traditional gender roles taken on with 
the assunption of parental status appear to have a stro~er effect 
than sex alone. Furthermore, greater \\brk Role Involvement becanes 
more possible with increasing age for both sexes. 
~ Differences in ~ Role Permeability 
Hyp:>thesis 3a. The family role will have made more intrusions 
into women's work role than into men's work role. 
This hYIX>thesis exanines the asymnetrical role permeability 
issue. 'Ihe expectation here is that women will experience more family 
intrusions into the work role than will me:1. Questions that were used 
to study this issue assessed lt.hether family considerations affected 
career choices (arrl if so, mw), whether hane responsibilities 
restricted involveme-it in the MP for those who were manbers, whether 
hane responsibilities affected the decision to join the MP for those 
¼ho were not members, whether family obligations were a problem early 
in the practice or career, arrl whether there was a career interruption 
due to a spouse's career or childrearing. 
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Family considerations affectirg career ch:>ice was a dichotomous 
variable and W:iS analyzed using a chi-square. 'Ihe variable assessing 
n:,w family considerations have affected career choice was divided into 
categories such as income level, type of practice, nunber of hours 
worked arrl specialty choice. Chi-squares were also used for this 
variable. Family obligations being a problem in early career, and the 
career interruption variable were both dichotomous, and so were also 
analyzed with chi-squares. 'Ihe tw:> h::>me responsibilities restricting 
involvement in the MP were both measured usirg a Likert-type scale, 
and so were analyzed via _!:-tests. 
W:>men were significantly more likely than men to state that 
family considerations had affected their career ch::>ices (53.4% 
vs. 27.8%), x.2 (1,!=2070)=139.12, p<.0001. 'Ihere were significant 
differences between the men and w::,men in just how their career choices 
were affected, ·x?c7,N=941)=118.93, .E,<.001 (Table 17). Men were 
significantly more likely than the w:>men to state that their choices 
concerning level of income, X2 (1,N=941)=171.67, £-001, and practice 
location, X2 (1,N=941)=25. 57, £< .001, were affected by family 
considerations. W:>men, on the other hand, were more likely to state 
that their level of productivity in terms of hours worked weekly was 
affected, X.2 (1,N=941)=66.16, £-001. In addition, women were more 
likely than men to perceive their career choices as having been 
influenced by a conflict between career and family, -x..2(1,N=941)=47.58, 
p(.001. Men and v.t>men were similarly affected in their choices of 
subspecialty and type of practice. 
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'!'able 17 
~rcentage ,2! ~ and W:>men !?l Specific career Effect 
of Family Considerations 
-
Men· Wlmen 
(n;;ji'"a) (n=623) 
career Ef feet 
I,oeation 30.8 16.5 
(98)a {103) 
,mount of rours 5.4 28.2 
(17) (176) 
Type of practice 15. 7 17.2 
(50) (107) 
Family/career conflict 8.8 14.4 
(28) (90) 
Incane 9.4 1.6 
(30) (10) 
Subspecial ty 7.9 8.4 
(25) (52) 
Spa:: i al ty 8.5 5.3 
(27) '(33) 
Other 13.5 8.4 
(43) (52) 
100 100 
a'Ihe nunber of respondents is given in parentheses. 
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cut of a list of possible barriers and proble.ns concerning early 
career developnent, wanen were three times more likely than men to 
state that family obligations had created early career proble.ns (39.5% 
vs. 11. 9%), x2 (l,N=2058)=202. 15, E,< .0001. Women were also nearly five 
times more likely than men to have had a career interruption (35. 9% 
vs. 7.5%), X2 (1,!!=2086)=244.80, E_<.0001. Of the men and \\t>men \'t\o had 
career interruptions, women were over\'t\elmingly more likely to have 
}lad then because of their spouses' career (20.1% vs. 1.3%), 
x2 (1,N=456)=14. 73, £< .001, or because of childrearing responsibilities 
(69.1% vs. 0%), x:'2(1,N=456)=122.30, E_<.0001. Finally, women rated 
being too busy at home as a more important factor than did men for 
limi tirg involve.nent in the AA.P, for both me.nbers arrl non-me.nbers 
(Table 18). 
Surrmary. As measured by these variables, it appears that female 
p:!diatricians have felt more intrusions into their \\t>rk role for 
fanily reasons than have men. Wanen were more likely than men to have 
stated that their career choices had been affected by family 
considerations, that family obligations had created early career 
proble.ns, that they had career interruptions because of family 
reasons, arrl that hane responsibilities were important reasons for 
limiting involvement in the AA.P. Overall, these \\t)ffien appeared to 
have experienced more work role penneability than the men have. 
Table 18 
~s ~ Standard Deviations of "Busy~ Ufe" ~ ~ Restricting 
~ctor for ~ Involvenent 
Manbers 
M 
SD 
n 
Non-manbers 
M 
SD 
n 
Men 
3.72 
1.07 
652 
2.97 
1.23 
273 
.94 
630 
3.54b 
1.19 
317 
Note. Scale range:i from l "not at all imp::>rtant" to 5 "very 
"Imii> rtan t" • 
a bl:,(1280)=-6.98, E.<.001 
.!:,(588)=-S.71, E,<.001 
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sex El !:!3.!!!. Differences in W:>rk Pole Permeability 
;;;.--
Hypothesis 3b. 'Ihere is an interaction between sex and age 
cohort that will af feet the a.nount of intrusions made by the 
family role into the work role of men and women. 'Ihe greatest 
level of penneability for wanen is expected to be fourrl in the 
yol.l'lgest age cohort, when considerations about, if not actual, 
family role deman:1s are expected to be at high levels. 
Permeability is hypothesized to be greatest for ma1 in the 36 to 
45 year old age cohort, when both family arrl work role demarrls 
are expected to be at high levels. 
A scale measurirg ltbrk Role Penneability was developed in the 
same manner as was Family Demands and WJrk Pole Involvement. Family 
considerations affectirg career ch::>ice, family obligations a problem 
in early career, and the career interruption variables, all 
dichotanous, were left unnodified for this analysis. Ebw family 
considerations affected career choice was not used in this analysis, 
as it was a multiple cate;Jory variable an:1 thus could not be scaled. 
'Ihe variables measuring how important obligations at home as a 
detenninant for limi tirg involvement in the AAP were also not included 
in the developnent of this scale, since once assessed for internal 
consistency, the ltbrk Role Penneability scale's alpha increased with 
the removal of these variables. 'Ihe resulting Cronbach's alpi.a was 
.5522. The ltbrk Role Pennability scale then consisted of the 
variables assessing career interruptions, whether family 
considerations affected career ch::>ices, an:1 whether family obligations 
created problems early in the pediatrician's career. 
As with the two previous scales, the WJrk Role Permeability 
scale was assessed for homogeneity of variance among the three age 
cohorts. Unlike the other two scales, responses to WJrk Role 
Permeability were not heterogeneous . 
Analysis of variance was then use::1 to test Hypothesis 3b. 
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l.hlike the analyses for Hypothesis lb and 2b, men did not vary in 
their level of W:::>rk Role Permeability deperrling upon whether they had 
children or not . Wishing to avoid the small and rather unequal cell 
made up of men in the age cohort of 46 arrl older without children 
(n=l 9), the presence of children variable was used only to distinguish 
between wanen, but not for mm. This resulte::1 in a 3 X 3 analysis of 
variance, comparing all mm, women with children, and women without 
children in the three age cohorts on WJrk Role Permeability . The 
results of this analysis of variance were not different than the 
original 2 X 2 X 3 analysis of variance; therefore, the discussion 
will focus on the three-way analysis . 
'Ihe mean scores of W::>rk Role Permeabil ty are presented in Table 
19. There were significant main effects for (a) sex,
F(l,1990)=53 4.23, .E,<-001, (b) presence of children, F(l,1990)=226 .36, 
p<.001, and (c) age cohort, F(2,1990)=11.84, p< .001. 'Ihe hypothesized 
interaction between sex and age cohort was again was not present 
(Figure 7) . There was an interaction between sex arrl the presence of 
children, which, as can be seen in Figure 8, denonstrates that women 
with children experienced more work role permeability than wanen 
without children, or men in general, F(l,1990)=6 8 .0l, .E_<.001. Figure 
9 presents all three independent variables, and again makes obvious 
Table 19 
~a.!!, Scores of W:>rk ~ Penneability Broken~ El Sex, 
presence~ Olildren, ~ !s!:, Cooort 
< 35 36 to 45 46 + 
Men tmen. Men W:>men Men W::>men 
Presence of 
Children 
No children -1.00 -.57 -1.33 -.84 -1.08 -1.07 
Children -.46 1.65 -.98 1.43 -.96 1.45 
105 
Total 
-.90 
.21 
~te. Higher scores indicate higher mean W::>rk Pole Penneability. 
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tbe difference between wanen with children and all other groups. Cell
, �se comP3risons of v-brk Role Penneability of pediatricians with
· cJ1ildren, am of wanen with children arrl wanen without children reveal
that v.t)ftlen with children do indeed experience significantly more -v.ork
role penneability than both men with children, t(l622)=-25.04, p<.001,
and v.t)ftlen without children, t(l00 6)=-14. 70, p<.001 (Table 20).
Essentially, men with children were not different than pediatricians
of either sex who did not have children. W:>rk role penneability
appears to be fairly constant across the age groups, and only
differentiates wanen with children fran all other groups.
Surmnary. Hypothesis 3b cannot be supported based on this 
analysis of variance. h;Je does not interact with sex to affect -v.ork 
role penneability. Wanen with children, the group with the lowest 
\\Ork role involvenent, had the highest amotmt of experienced -v.ork role 
permeability. Clearly, the t-v.o are related for wanen. 
Conclusion 
The first half of each of the three hypotheses, in which sex 
differences were hypothesized for Fanily Denarrls, W::,rk Role 
Involvenent, and \.\brk Role Pennability, received support. Female 
pe:Hatricians of this sample, altmu;h less likely to be married am 
with fewer children, were more likely to be responsible for housew::,rk 
and childcare than were men, arrl were more likely to be in families 
that typically denand greater involvenent, i.e., families with young 
children. Conversely, wanen were less involved in the -v.ork role than 
Were men. Male pediatricians were more prodoctive in their practices, 
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Table 20 
Means and Standard Deviations of W:>rk Role Permeability of Men 
and W:>men with Olildren, and W:>men with Olildren and Olildless W:>men· 
-- --- --
Men with children (n=870) 
Wanen with children (n=754) 
Women without children (n=254} 
Wanen with children (n=754) 
W:>rk Role Permeability 
M SD 
a 
-.89 1.50 
1.49 2.30 
-. 7gb 1. 55 
1.49 2.30 
N:)te. Higher scores indicate higher mean W:>rk Role Permeability. 
~(1622)=-25.04, E_<.001 
.!:,(1006)=-14.70, £<-001 
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more involverl in professional organizations and had attained more 
prestigious positions and higher incomes than ha.d the 'WOmen. Given 
that wanen were more involverl than men in the family, and less 
involverl in their 'WOrk role, it is not surprising that they also 
experienced more work role penneability. 
'!he second half of each of the hypotheses stated that there 
'WOUld be a se>c by age cohort interaction for Family Danands, W::>rk Role 
Involvanent, and W::>rk Role Permeability. 'Ihese expected interactions 
did not anerge. The presence of children pr01Jerl to be the major 
determinant effecting the level of involvanent in the family and 'WOrk, 
and of 'WOrk role penneability. Men arrl wanen with children pr01Jerl to 
be no different from each other on Family Demands, and were readily 
distirguishable fran perliatricians with:>ut children. Family Danarrls 
for these parents decreased with their increasing age. '!here was a 
large difference in v.brk Role Involvanent between these same two 
groups. Men with children clearly were the most involverl in the 'WOrk 
role, while wanen with children were were well below the average in 
their 'WOrk role involvanent. As with Family Demands, men and women 
perliatricians with:>ut children were very similar. W::>rk Role 
Permeability was also affected by the presence of children, but only 
for the wanen. Perliatricians with::>ut children, and male perliatricians 
with children were rou:.;hly the same in their d~ree of experienced 
penneability. Penneability for all groups was fairly constant across 
the ages. 
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1 Initially, factor analyses were used to develop the three 
scales. 'oo factors anerge that were potentially useful; oowever, a 
factor that could have been used for assessing work role permeability 
was not evident. 
DIS::USSION 
The discussion briefly summarizes the results of this 
dissertation and indicates potential implications of these findir:gs 
for men and lt.'Orn.en p,ysicians in particular, and professional men and 
wanen in general. The limitations of the present study are then 
discussed, followed by suggestions for future research in this area. 
Sunmary 
~ differences in family and work role involvenent, and in work 
~ permeability. 'lhe three hypotheses in which sex differences were 
hypothesized for family and work role involvenent, and work role 
penneability were supporte:i. In terms of family role involvement, 
female pediatricians were less likely to be married than were the male 
pediatricians. This difference may be because of their your:ger age, 
but it may also be a reflection of the experienced or anticipated 
strain that is often associated with marriage, career and family for 
v.Umen. Women were more likely than men to be responsible for the 
musework in their hane. Other research on fenale p,ysicians has 
found a high d81ree of personal responsibility for housework (Pyke & 
Kahill, 1983); however, unlike Heins' research (1979), this study 
found female p,ysicians much more likely than the men to enploy 
h::>usehold help. Similar to other professionals {Y<XJev, 1981) , female 
pediatricians were more likely to be responsible for childcare as 
well. Male pediatricians had significantly more children than did the 
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women. 'Ibis difference, again, could be because of the \>K}ffiei 1 S 
yourger age, but also could be a result of the national trerrl in 
delayed childbearing, or of a conscious choice by these w:>men to limit 
family size as an attanpt to minimize family-career conflict. 
Al thoi.gh having fewer children overall, women were significantly more 
likely to be in families with children yourger than age 14. Families 
with young children typically call for more time and effort invested 
in the family role; therefore these yourger families can be expected 
to increase the family role involvanent of these w:>men. 
Alth:>i.gh it appeared that wanen had a more involved family role, 
male pediatricians had more w:>rk role involvanent. As several other 
studies have found (Bobula, 1980; Roback, et al. 1986; Wilson, 1981), 
there were significant differences between men and w:>men in terms of 
type of practice arrarganent and major professional activity. As in 
these other studies, female pediatricians were less likely to be in an 
office-based practice, and were more likely to be manbers of a 
hospital staff, employed by a government agency, teaching or 
corrluctirg research, or inactive. These differences held up across 
the age cohorts. 
'lbe nunber of hours w:>rked per week and nt.lT\ber of weeks w:>rked 
per year were also substantially different, wanen appearirg 
significantly less productive, with differences similar .to those found 
by Babula (1980). These differences could be related to the yol.ll'J3'er 
age of w:>men. a.irry (1983) found the largest productivity 
differential between men arrl wanen occurred in age groups includirg 
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women of childbearing age. Female pediatricians of this study saw 
approximately 30% fewer patients per week than did the men. The AMA 
(1984) found that, across special ties, female p:,.ysicians saw 16% fewer 
patients than did male p:,.ysicians. The AM.A may have includa:1 only 
physicians mo see patients (as OHX>Sed to inactive p:,.ysicians, or 
those primarily in research), whereas this study includa:1 all 
pediatricians in the sample. 'lhis difference too could be a result of 
the different practice arrangements of men arrl wcmen. 
Considering the difference in type of practice and productivity, 
it is not surprisir:g that female pa:Jiatricians had lower inccmes than 
the men. 'lhis is a well established difference, found across 
specialties ar:d age groups (N-1A, 1984; Bobula, 1980; Langwell, 
1982; Wilson, 1981). ])ge is likely to have a substantial impact here, 
since many of these wcmen have simply lacka:1 the opp::>rtunity to have 
established themselves lorg enot.gh in ma:licine to command higher 
incanes. 
Male pediatricians were significantly more likely than were 
wanen to belong to professional ma:Jical organizations, to atter:d 
meetings of these organizations, and to belorg to a committee or hold 
office in these organizations. The AM.A has also four:d wanen to be 
underrepresented in their own organization (AM.A, 1980), and Q:>oding 
(1983) four:d female radiologists were underrepresenta:1 as office 
holders and committee chairpersons of radiology organizations. 
Therefore, wanen in pa:Jiatrics are not alone in their apparent 
reluctance to join and lead in professional ma:Jical organizations. 
Here again, age may be a factor, since male pa:Jiatricians have had 
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more time to join and becane active in these organizations. Women, 
conversely, may have an additional irnpa:iiment imposed on their ability 
to become involved because of their increased role in the family. 
Finally, the last variable considere:l to be a part of work role 
invol venent concerned cornrni trnent to pediatrics in the near future. 
Wanen were significantly more likely than the men to state they would 
be staying in pediatrics, but once again this may be due to the men's 
older age, since proportionately more men than wanen were near 
retirement age. 
Women were considerably more likely than men to have experienced 
work role permeability, at least as measured in this study. Family 
obligations created early career problems for more women than for men, 
arrl wanen were more likely to state that family considerations had 
affected their career choices, a finding docunented in other studies 
(Heins, 1979; Ward, 1982). Female pa:iiatricians were significantly 
more likely to have experienced a career interruption, almost all of 
which were due to family reasons. Both Heins (1979) arrl Quadagno 
(1978} found male and female i:hysicians equally likely to have had a 
career interruption; h:>wever, as in this study, family obligations 
were disproportionately the primary cause of interruptions for women. 
The percentage of wanen expectil'l:J childrearirg career interruptions in 
a study of me:lical students was higher than v41at was reported by the 
female pe:liatricians (Bonar et al. 1982). Therefore it is possible 
that these w:>men are managing family and career with fe"wer 
canplications than anticipated. Another possibility is that the 
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pediatricians have had fewer children than the nunber expected by the 
fanale medical students. 
Female pediatricians rated the constraining factor of being busy 
at hane as a more important determinant affectiI13 their involvanent in 
the MP than did men. 'Ibis is not surprising considering their 
greater involvanent in the family role, and may also help explain 
w:>men' s comparatively low involvanent in all professional medical 
organizations. 
Sex ~ age cohort interactions in family and w:>rk role 
involvanent, and in w:>rk role permeability:. 'Ibe second half of the 
three hypotheses stated that there w:>uld be an interaction between sex 
and age cohort that w:,uld affect the level of involvement in the 
family and in w:>rk, as well as w:>rk role permeability. 'Ihese 
interactions were not present. The major determinants affectirg the 
level of these variables were sex and the presence of children. 
Family role involvanent was measured with the interval scale 
Family Demands, which consisted of the variables assessing marital 
status, the nunber of children, arrl the presence of yourg children. 
Family Demands peaked in the 36 to 45 year old age cohort, and, not 
tmexpectedly, was the highest for pediatricians with children. Sex 
did not differentiate between childless pediatricians, or between 
parents. The fact that men and wanen were equivalent in Family 
Demands, and yet appeared to be different in family role involvanent 
as measured in the first half of the hypothesis, leads to a 
questioning of the validity of the Family Demands scale. In addition, 
gender equivalence in family role involvement rt.ms contrary to an 
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extensive body of literature on family work. 'Ihe Family Demands scale 
gave considerable weight to the presence of children, yet did not . 
measure resp::msibility for the care of these children, or for any 
other h::>usehold activity. A scale includirg itans that measure::1 time 
spent in, or responsbility for, various home related activities may 
have danonstrate::1 the usually present sex difference. 
'Ihe W:>rk Pole Involvanent scale consisted of productivity 
variables, prestige variables (e.g., belorgil")3' to professional me::lical 
organizations), and income. N:>t only was the hypothesized sex by age 
cohort interaction not present, but the main effect of age was 
different from what was anticipated. Both men and women increased in 
W::>rk Role Involvanent as they grew older, rather than decreasir.g as 
they approached middle age and eventual retiranent. 'Ihe presence of 
children affected men's am wanen' s scores on W::>rk Role Involvanent in 
opposite directions. Male pediatricians with children had the highest 
W::>rk Role Involvanent overall, while wanen with children had the 
lowest. '!his finding both supports and contradicts what Mitchell 
(1984) fourrl in relatirg the nunber of h::>urs worke::1 with the presence 
of children younger than age 18. '!hat is, Mitchell found male 
physicians worked more hours if they had children, but, unlike the 
present study, his research showed that the presence of children had 
no effect on wanen's productivity. Curry (1983) am Cohen am Kerper 
(1976) found that children did have a negative association with the 
number of oours fanale (i1ysicians worke::1. The W::>rk Role Involvanent 
scale measured more than oours worked weekly, therefore these results 
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can only be said to support the trend found in other studies of 
physician productivity. The large difference in parents' average W:>rk 
Role Involva:nent leads to a questioning of the extent of true 
involva:nent in the family, arrl further points out the possible lack of 
validity of the Family Demands scale. Finally, female and male 
pediatricians without children achiared the same level of W:>rk Role 
Involvanent, which suggests that sex alone does not explain the 
typical differences found between male and fa:nale physician's work 
life. Behavior associated with traditional maternal and r:aternal 
roles appears to have a substantial impact on involva:nent in the work 
role. 
'lbe reladonship amon:;J sex, age cohort and work role 
penneability was assessed with the W:>rk Role Penneability scale, which 
consisted of the variables measuring career interruptions, the 
presence of family considerations affectin:;J career choices, arrl 
whether family obligations created early career problans. 'lbe major 
result of this analysis was that wanen with children experienced far 
more work role permeability than any other group, including men with 
children. In fact, fathers were no different in their level of W:>rk 
Ible Permeability from childless pediatricians. Crouter (1984) also 
found that mothers experienced more family intrusions into the work 
role than did fathers, an effect that was exacerbated by the presence 
of youn:;J children. Fanale pediatricians of this study were more 
likely than the male pediatricians to have young children, so this 
variable could have had an impact here as well. Basically, these 
findings support Pleck's contention that women experience more work 
role permeability than do men (1977), and again suggest that the 
Family Denands scale was deficient in its ability to measure 
involvenent in the family. 
Implications of the present results 
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Although opportunities are now more equitable for men and w::,men 
in all occuP3tions, including mErlicine, wanen still lag behind men in 
the w::,rk sphere. '!he results of this study suggest that involvenent 
in the maternal role is still an important factor influencing 
involvenent in w::,rk. It was expected that male and female 
pediatricians of different ages w::,uld be managing their w::,rk and 
family roles differently, age cohort capturing generational 
f 
differences in attitudes towards w::,rk, family, and P3renting. In 
general, such age differences were not major factors, except in the 
case of w::,rk role involvenent. Jlge was positively associated with 
greater involvenent in work for both men and wanen. W1y then were 
young female pediatricians not much different from older w::,men? 'Ihe 
process of professional socialization into mErlicine may produce fenale 
pediatricians of all ages that are not very distinguishable from each 
other in attitudes and expectations regardin;r the intermesh of w::,rk 
and family life. '!here have been few role models for young female 
physicians, so it is possible that the options presentErl to each 
generation have been essentially the same; either restrict family life 
to a minimun or make several professional canpranises. Rapoport and 
Rapoport (1971) reported on a "µ;yc:oosocial lag" between changes that 
have occurrErl for wanen in the macrosocial w::,rld of w::,rk, and changes 
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in the microsocial \o,'IOrld of the family. '!his lag generates a problem 
in adjustment, as the family nee:is to catch up with chafY:1eS in the 
\o,'IOrk place. By having alr.vays provide:i the option to \o,'IOmen in me:iicine 
of \o,'IOrkirg parttime or in a less prestigous arrl not danandirg practice 
or specialty, ma:iicine appears to be flexible and amenable to family 
demands. This flexibiliy, however, has been at the price of lower 
status for \o,'IOmen within the profession. Because of this traditional 
option, wanen in me:iicine may be further "behind" other professional 
\o,'IOmen in sorting out \o,'IOrk and family responsibilities in r.vays that do 
not entail as many career canpranises. 
Although the hypothesized interaction between age cohort and sex 
was not present, in t\o,10 of the analyses there was an interaction 
between the presence of children and sex variables. '!he Family 
Demands scale aside, wanen were more involve:i in the family role than 
were men, possibly because of the higher likelihood of the presence of 
your:g children in wanen' s families. Male pe::l.iatricians had more 
children than did female pediatricians and were also surprisingly 
likely to have yourg children at hane; however, their family role 
involvement did not match that of the \o,'IOmen. Pleck has suggested that 
a high incane can be usErl to buy services that will canpensa te for a 
\o,lOffian's decreased family role, an option that may be a less stressful 
than attemptirg to increase the man's involvement in the family 
(1977). Certainly, the average income of a male pediatrician could be 
use:i to buy such services as household help and childcare, therefore 
making it tmnecessary for him to increase his involvement in these 
activities if the traditional prO'ilider of these services, i.e., an 
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unemployed wife, was not available. This argunent, of course, should 
be applicable for fe:nale fbysicians as well, and indeed fe:nale 
pediatricians were likely to e:nploy outside help for housew:>rk and 
childcare. The fact that not all wanen e:nployed others to supple:nent 
their family role suggests that traditional expectations and 
preferences ra;arding maternal fa:nily role involve:nent are still in 
effect, even for women who w:>uld seemingly have an extensive range of 
options ra;arding the manage:nent of this role. Possible structural 
constraints, such as insufficient income, or lack of quality 
childcare, may of course be factors. Attitudes of husbarrls may also 
influence the willingness of women to continue to w:>rk a "double day." 
As might be expected, the fe:nale pediatricians with children 
were less involved in the w:>rk role than both male pediatricians with 
children, and pediatricians witoout children. Fava arrl Genovese 
(1983) reported that w:>men combining family and career often mention 
limiting their career involve:nent by refusing pranotions, or w:>rking 
p:lrttime. These tactics result in w::>men having "untidy careers," or 
"marginal positions." Given the hY?Jthetical options of either 
w:>rking less and earning less, or w::>rking more and earning more, Best 
(1981) found that wanen raising young ch-ildren were much more likely 
than men to prefer the former option. Conversely, men in the same 
family life cycle stage were likely to prefer to work more and earn 
more. Best suggests that the financial and temp:,ral pressures of this 
stage fosters traditional gender roles, leading to an intensification 
of the male breadwinner role, and of the mothering role of w::>men. 
This w:>uld appear to be in ef feet for this study, as male 
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pediatricians with children had higher W:>rk Role Involvanent scores 
than all the other pejiatricians. lbw fathers are able to achieve 
such a high involvanent in the w::,rk role may be because of the 
benefits of the "two-person career" (Papenek, 1973}. The male 
pediatrician with a spouse not w::,rking outside of the home may be able 
to achieve more in mErlicine than his single male counterpart because 
of the snoother managanent of his home life. Also, the expense of 
raising children is likely to serve as an impetus for increasErl v-K>rk 
role invol vanent. Female {ilysicians, on the other hand, are very 
unlikely to be in a two-person career, as their husbands are likely to 
also be in a profession, and indeed the complaint, "I need a wife!" is 
often fourrl in the literature on fanale {ilysicians. With the 
possibility of such disparate home lives, it is small w::,nder the male 
arrl fenale pe:Uatricians with children are at opposite ends of the 
w::,rk role involvement continuum. 
Work role permeability was experienced by more w::,men than men, 
not surprisingly given the difference in v-K>rk arrl family role 
involvement. It is unclear how the relationship between involvement 
in these two roles arrl penneability manifests itself. Is it because 
women have·more v-K>rk role permeability that they are less involved in 
the work role, or is it because they are more involvErl in the family 
role that leads them to experience more work role permeability? 'Ihis 
study was not able to measure the causal order of the relationship. 
Also not measured was family role permeability, in which work life 
intrudes into family life. The likely recipients of this penneability 
would be male pediatricians with children-those working the most, 
who, ironically, have more family danands to be affected. It is 
fOSSible that these pediatricians achi€!V'e their high work role 
involvment at the expense of their family life. 
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It was hYfX)thesi zed at the outset of this study that Pl eek' s 
theory of work and family role involvanent and of work role 
penneability (1977) might need sane upjatirg, based on recent societal 
changes in attitudes about the relationship of family and work. 'Ihe 
results of this study do not suggest that a modification is necessary 
at this time, at least \\hen considering pediatricians. Actual gender 
role expectations an::l behaviors have not charged as much as one would 
have expected. Women with children are more involved than men are at 
hane and less at work, an::l appear to be especially susceptible to work 
role permeability. Male pediatricians with children, conversely, are 
not affected by work role penneability, an::l are extranely involved in 
maintaining a provider, breadwinner role. 
Modifications in Pl eek' s theory may be a lon; time wai tirg, as 
lon; as structural and societal constraints surrounding work life 
continue to make it difficult for wanen to fully achi€!V'e in their 
occupations while maintaining a family life, and for me1 to be able to 
take satisfaction in a reduced work load in return for a more active 
role in the family. 'Ihe acceptance of paternity leave would achieve 
much in pavirg the way for an increased role in families for fathers. 
'Ihe lame1t is often heard in the f:Opular press, and most often comes 
fran workirg wanen, yet the neErl for quality, affordable childcare is 
a need felt by all manbers of working families. More flexible work 
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weeks would allow paren.ts the option of splitting more childcare time 
with each other, as well as reducirg the need to turn e.,ery e.,en.irg 
and weekend into a marathon errand running session. Businesses that 
pr011ide services to families need to exparrl or modify their oours so 
that working paren.ts do not need to squeeze in errand rlll1ning during 
the work day. 
Making the scheduling of work and family life less difficult is 
only part of the battle. Wanen have done much to brirg these danarrls 
to the public's eye. What is needed now is a change in society's 
definition of the primary roles of men arrl wanen. As loll:J as wanen 
are viewed primarily as mothers, or potential mothers, and men 
primarily as pr011iders, their increased participation in work arrl 
family, respectively, will always be hampered. 
Limitations of the presen.t study 
AlthoU:Jh the sample of pediatricians was randanly selected from 
all board certified male arrl fanale pediatricians, and fran all 
non-board certified male and female pediatricians, it was not a pure 
rarrlan sample. Board certified fanale pediatricians were 
disproportionately oversampled, while board certified male 
pediatricians were disproportionately urrlersampled. Male 
pediatricians in general were undersampled. 'As a consequence, the 
results of this study sh:>uld not be generalized to the population of 
pediatricians as a 'Whole. In addition, board certified pediatricians 
were more likely than non-board certified pediatricians to return 
questionnaires. 'Iherefore, work and family issues that might be 
peculiar to non-board certified pediatricians may have been 
overshadowed arrl ne:Jlected. Many questions on the questionnaire 
concerned family issues in relation to the practice of medicine. 
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These questions could have sensi ti zoo th::>se most affected, i .e., wan en 
with children, and therefore those 'WOmm experiencing problems related 
to work and family may have been more likely to resporrl to the 
questionnaire. 
N:>ne of the scales used for testing the interaction of sex and 
age cohort achie11ed very high measures of internal consistency, 
althoU:Jh ware, Snyder and Wright (1976) SU:Jgest that an alpha greater 
than • 50 is acceptable for group canparisons. The Family Demarrls 
scale provoo to be the most troublesome. 'Ihree of the four items of 
this scale related to the presence of children, and therefore it may 
not have been measuring direct involvemmt in the family, but the 
potential for family demarrls. Male pediatricians had more children 
than did female pediatricians and were also more likely to be married 
( another i tern in this seal e) • Given this, it is almost surpri sin;} 
that male pediatrician's Family Demands scores were not higher than 
toose of female pediatricians. 
With the exception of the question asking about career 
interruptions, the questions concernirg work role penneability were of 
a subjective nature. Womm may have been more accustomoo to reporting 
such conflicts than men. Therefore, penneability for male 
pediatricians may have been underreported. career interruptions for 
family reasons arrl problems early in the career causoo by family 
obligations are more likely to occur during the pediatrician's younger 
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years. '!he overwhelmingly greater work role permeability of female 
pediatricians could be because the majority of the wanen were yol.ln:Jer 
than age 40, and so were more likely to be currently grappling with 
such issues. The fact that work role penneability was constant across 
the age cohorts 'i«>uld belie this idea however. 
Finally, the issue of the effects of sp:)Usal anployment on a 
pediatrician's 'i«>rk and family role involvanent, and on work role 
penneability was not sufficiently dealt with in this study. There is 
likely to be more role negotiation in families in which both S!X)uses 
are anployed than in fanilies where only one SfX>USe is workinJ. 
Female pediatricians are likely to be in the former type of family, 
male pediatricians in the latter. CanparinJ these two groups while 
neglecting this issue may have led to an oversimplification of how 
these pediatricians are managinJ their work and fanily roles. 
Directions for future research 
As stated earlier, it is unclear from this study how and when 
work role penneability bEgins. A lonJitooinal study that mapped out 
increasing and decreasing role involvement and the possible subsequent 
effects on penneabili ty 'i«>Uld help establish the casual order of these 
events. Better measurements of family role involvement are needed; in 
particular, measuranents of time spent in various activities, rather 
than simply responsibility for these activities. D:tily and more 
mundane effects of work role penneability-rather than the more 
catastrofi'lic "career interruption"-could lead to a cunulative overall 
effect of work role penneability on the career. Of interest would be 
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the developnent of a work role permeability continuum. lbw much 
penneability can be toleraterl witoout adverse effects on both career 
and family life? Related is the issue of the supportive nature of the 
family on work role penneability. True, the family may be resp:,nsible 
for the permeability; however, it may buffer the p:,ssible ne;:Jative 
psychological effects of the intrusion into the work role, i.e., sane 
families may be "worth" the experience of work role permeability. 
:t-bt studierl in this research was family role penneability, where 
one's work life intrudes into the family role. '!his permeability has 
lorg been part arrl parcel of the male professional's career. 
Professional women, such as pediatricians, must now be affected by 
this penneability. :CO wanen and men deal with family role 
permeability differently? Does it manifest itself differently, e.g., 
for wan en does it mean they cannot atterrl a parent-teacher conference 
(an event occurring during working oours), while for men does it mean 
they are requirerl to work on the weekend (time usually devoterl to the 
family)? 
Approximately half of married female p,.ysicians are married to 
physicians. Of interest here would be the study of the relationship 
of the merlical career timetable and the. family life cycle of such 
couples. D:> such couples "trade off" career intensification with each 
other? '!he biologically logical trade off would be the female slowing 
down to bear arrl raise children while the husband built his practice. 
'!he question here would be, does the woman get to intensify efforts on 
her career when the children are older arrl the husband slows down? 
'!he results of this study suggests that the typical male pediatrican 
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with children does not slow down, at least not until near retirement. 
The typical male pa:Uatrician, mwever, is not marriai to another . 
physician. 
Cbviou.sly, physicians are not the only professionals that can be 
studiai in this rEgard. In addition, work and family role involvement 
and permeability of non-professionals needs to be studied. '!hose who 
may not have the financial means to purchase services arrl. products to 
supplement the de:reased family role involvement of wives may 
n03otiate role involvanent in an entirely different manner than more 
well off families. 
Finally, changes in work and family roles can be examined in 
light of the re:ent danand for a national family policy. M:>st of the 
concerns of those lobbying for such a policy revolve around childcare, 
maternity leave, arrl. child support, issues which currently most 
stron:;yly affect women's family and work roles. 'Ihe impact of an 
national family policy on men's family arrl. work roles will certainly 
deserve research attention as well. 
SUMMARY 
The management of work arrl family roles of a sample of 2,110 
male and female pediatricians was assessed with a self-administered 
questionnaire. Althou;h there are now more women in the traditionally 
male-dominated profession of medicine than ever before, it was 
nonetheless hypothesized that the level of involvement in work, the 
family, and the intrusion of family demands into the work role (work 
role permeability) would follow traditional gerrler role expectations 
for these pediatricians. 'Ibis hypothesis was supported. Female 
pediatricians were more involved in the family role, less involved in 
the work role, and experienced more work role permeability than male 
pediatricians. It was expected, however, that male and female 
pediatricians of different ages would be managing their work and 
family roles differently, age cohort capturirg generational 
differences in attitudes and behavior towards work, family, and 
parentirg. This interaction between sex arrl age cohort did not 
emerge. 'Ihe presence of children proved to be the major determinant 
effectirg the level of involvement in family, work, and work role 
perrneabil i ty. Parents of either sex proved to be equivalent in family 
role involvement, and were readily distirguishable from childless 
pediatricians. Male pediatricians with children were highly involved 
in the work role, while women with children were well below the 
average in their work involvement. Childless pediatricians of either 
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sex were comparable, falling between mothers and fathers in their 
level of involvement in the work role. The presence of children 
effected ~rk role permeability only for ~men. Olildless 
pooiatricians and male pooiatricians with children were roughly equal 
in their level of work role permeability, which was significantly less 
than that of mothers. 
These results suggest that, in spite of the recent influx of 
wanen into mooicine, wanen still lag behind men in the work sphere. 
The primary reason for this lag is their involvement in the maternal 
role. Mooicine is a fairly conservative profession, and therefore 
female pediatricians may be further behind other professional w0men in 
sortil'l3 out work and family responsibilities, while male pooiatr icians 
with children remain entrenched in the traditional breadwinner role. 
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ISSUES IN PEDIATRIC CAREERS 
The questions below address issues about pediatric careers. including training, family, outside activities, and practice 
characteristics. Ple2.se circle the appropriate response or fill in the blank as indicated. 
Post Graduate Training 
1. Are you board certified in pediatrics? 
Yes ..•...•....................... 1 ~ SKIP TO QUESTION 3 
No ...•.•..•..•...........••.. ; ... 2 
2. The fc, :lowing are some reasons why a pediatrician might not be certified in pediatrics. Please 
circle the one reason most applicable to you. 
Less than 2 years post-residency .......................................... 01 
Have taken the written exam but not the oral exam .•.....•...•.......•.....•.• 02 
Have not had the time to prepare for certification or take exams ................... 03 
Failed exam(s), plan to retake ..•...•...••.•.•..•....•.•...••..•.•...•.... 04 
Failed exams, do not plan to retake ........................................ 05 
Certified or becoming certified in another specialty .......•.................... 06 
Have no plans for becoming certified in pediatrics . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .............. !J7 
Other (please specify) ....•...•....•......•..............•....•...•..•.. 08 
Family life 
3. Areyou: 
Married •..•....................... 1 
Single .•..••..•...•••.....••..••.. 2 ~ SKIP TO QUESTION 6 
Divorced .......................... 3 ~ SKIP TO QUESTION 6 
Widowed .......................... 4 ~ SKIP TO QUESTION 6 
4. Does your spouse: 
Work full-time outside the home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
Work part-time outside the home .•...•...•..•................•......••..... 2 
Does not work outside home/retired ........................................ 3 
Other (please describe) .•.•.......•.•.........••..•....•................. 8 
5. Is your spouse a physician? 
Yes •.•....•..•....•..•...•...•... 1 
No ............................... 2 
6. Have family considerations affected your career choices? 
Yes .............................. 1 ➔HOW? _________ _ 
No ............................... 2 
Not applicable ...................... 3 
Home and Child Care Help 
Professionals often seek help with home and child care. Please use the following lists of various 
types of help to answer questions 7 and 10. 
1. Self 8. Daycare 
2. Spouse 9. Boarding school 
3. Children 10. After school program 
4. Other relative 11. Not applicable 
5. Part-time help 12. Other(specify) _______ _ 
6. Full-time help 13. Other(specify) _______ _ 
7. Babysitter outside home 
7. We are interested in the kinds of household arrangements pediatricians make. (RI/ in the blank 
with the ONE number from the Home and Child Care Help list above.) 
a. Who does most of the housework? ..................•......• _____ _ 
b. Who most often is responsible for car maintenance? .•........... _____ _ 
8. How many children do you have? _____ (If none, SKIP TO QUESTION 11) 
9. When was your first child born? 
Before medical school . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ...•..•......... 1 
During medical school .•.. , ..............................•.............. 2 
During res;dency . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 3 
During fellowship .......•..•........................................... 4 
During first two years after training ~ ........................................ 5 
Three or more years after training .........................•................ 6 
10. We are interested in the kind of child care arrangements pediatricians currently make for their 
children. (Please insert ONE number from the Home and Child Care Help list above.) 
a. Who provides most of the child care for your children under 6 while 
you are working? •....•.•..•.••.......•................ ______ _ 
(If you do not have children under 6, please check D and 
go to question 10b.) 
b. Who provides most of the child care for your children ages 6-13 
before/after school? ....•..................•........•.. ______ _ 
(If you do not have children ages 6-13, please check D and 
go to question 11.) 
Organization Membership 
11. How important to your career is belonging to medical organizations? 
Very important ......................•.•....•.......................... 1 
Important ..........................•................................. 2 
Neutral .................................................•.•.......... 3 
Unimportant ..................•.....•........................•...•.... 4 
Not at all important ...........................•......................... 5 
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12. Do you belong to any of the following organizations? 
Nonmedical/Community •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
State Chapter of American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) .••. 
National AAP ••.••••••••.••....••.••••••.•....••. 
Other medical societies ............................ . 
YES 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NO 
2 
2 
2 
2 
13. In 1984, approximately how many meetings of each of these organizations did you attend? 
Nonmedical/Community ••••••.•.•.••••••..••••••.•.•••.• ___ meetings 
State Chapter of AAP .•••••••.••.•.•..•••••••....•••••.•• ___ meetings 
National AAP .•.••.••••••••.•..•••••••.•••••.•••••••••• ___ meetings 
Other medical societies •• · ••...••.•••••.••••.•.•.. : ••••••. ___ meetings 
14. Have you in the past, or do you now belong to a committee or hold an office in any of the 
following? 
Nonmedlcal/Communlty •••.•.....•••••••••.••••.... 
State Chapter of AAP ••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••.••• -
National AAP ••.•.••••••.••••.••.••...••.•••..••• 
Other medical societies ••...••••..••.••...•.......•• 
If you do not belong to the AAP in some way, 
please skip to Question 19 
For AAP Members and Chapter Affiliates 
15. How old were you when you joined the Academy? __ _ 
YES 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. 16. How important to you are the following reasons for belonging to the AAP? 
Wary 
Important Important Neutral 
Publications ••••.•••...••• 1 2 3 
Continuing Education •.•••.• 1 2 3 
Professional Contacts ..••••• 1 2 3 
Child Advocacy ............ 1 2 3 
Political or Economic 
Benefits .................... 1 2 3 
Other 
(please describe below) •••••• 1 2 3 
NO 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Unimportant 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
17. Would you be interested in serving on committees or running for office in your AAP chapter or 
national AAP? 
~s 
Chapter of AAP • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
National AAP .•.•• , • • • . • • • . • • • • • 1 
No 
2 
2 
Unsure 
3 
3 
Not 
Applicable 
4 
4 
142 
Not at all 
Important 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
18. The following are some reasons why a pediatrician might limit involvement in the AAP. How 
important are these reasons to you? 
Too expensive .•.•.•...•... 
Too busy with work ........ . 
Too busy at home •......... 
Not interested ..•.......... 
Travel inconvenience •....•.. 
Don· t feel welcome 
at meetings .•.......•... 
Do/does not address issues of 
lkry 
Important 
1 
concern for me . . . . . . . • . . 1 
Other (please describe) • . • . . . 1 
SKIP TO QUESTION 20. 
Important 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Neutral Unimportant 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
Notata/1 
Important 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
For those who have not joined either the National AAP or a Chapter 
19. The following are some reasons why a pediatrician might not join the AAP (either as an Affiliate, 
Junior, or Fellow). How important are these reasons to you? 
Very 
Important Important 
Too expensive ............. 1 
Too busy with work ........ ' 
Too busy at home •.••••• 4., 1 
Not interested ..•..•.... : •. 1 
Travel inconvenience ........ 
Not eligible ........ ' ...... 1 
Don't feel welcome ......... 
Does not address issues of 
concern for me ..... ♦ • ~ ••• 
Other 
(please describe below) ...... 
Professional Activities 
20. Do you provide direct patient care? 
Yes .......••......•...•.......... 1 
No .............•................. 2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
21. In 1984, approximately how many weeks did you work? 
(Excluding medical meetings, military service, vacation, and simi-
Neutral Unimportant 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
lar absences from work) ...............•..•............. ____ weeks 
22. How many hours did you work during your most recent complete 
week of work? (excluding "on call" hours not actually worked) ... ____ hours 
Not at all 
Important 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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23. How many patient visits did you have during your most recent 
complete week of practice? ............................. ____ visits 
24. Which of the following categories includes your 1984 earned income before taxes? 
Less than $39,999 ................... 1 
$40,000-$59,999 ................... 2 
$60,000-$79,999 ................... 3 
$80,000-$99,999 ..........•........ 4 
$100,000-$119,999 •................ 5 
$120,000orover ........•..•.••••... 6 
25. What were your principal problems in starting your practice or career? 
(Circle all those applicable.) 
Finding a location or position ....•........•.•.•........................... 01 
Obtaining cross-coverage ......•........................................ 02 
Finances .......................•.................................... 03 
Lack of peer support ...................•............................... 04 
Lack of business training ..•............................................. 05 
Family obligations .......•.......•..................................... 06 
Lack of mentor or role model .•..•....•...................•.•............. 07 
Competition .......••..•.•........•....•...........................•. 08 
No significant problems .....••.•••....•.............•.................. 09 
Other (please specify) ..........•....................................... 98 
26. Have you had any career interruptions where you stopped work or took a nonmedical job? 
Yes .............................. 1 
No ............................... 2 -+- SKIP TO QUESTION 29 
27. If yes, was the interruption due to: (Circle those applicable.) 
Spouse's career ...•..•.•................•.........................•... 1 
Childrearing ................•.......•...•............................. 2 
Other (please specify) ...........••.•.................................... 8 
28. Did the interruption create problems for your career? Did you: 
Lose skills ...................................... . 
Lose patients •...•...•..•......................... 
Lose partners/coverage ........................... . 
Fall "behind" peers in career ........................ . 
Other (please specify) ........•.•...•....•.......... 
29. Are you planning to leave pediatrics in the next five years? 
Yes .............................. 1 
No ............................... 2 
YES 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NO 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Background 
30. What is your sex? 
Mate ..•...•.••..•...•..•.•...•... 1 
Female ........ -................... 2 
31. What issues do you believe will be most important to you or pediatrics in the next five years? 
THANK YOU. Please return to: ISSUES IN PEDIATRIC CAREERS, 
American Academy of Pediatrics, P.O. Box 927, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, 
in the enclosed envelope. 
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